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Abstract 
3D video conferencing is continuously evolving to make the visual 

experience realistic. The main advantage of 3D video conferencing deals 

with the addition of depth perception which enhances the user experi-

ence. The configuration of capturing and rendering equipments and the 

location of scene objects play an essential role in the quality of the user 

experience. An incorrect configuration of equipment parameters or an 

inconsistent distribution of scene components could cause an uncom-

fortable user experience, yielding in user sickness and dizziness.  

The aim of this thesis is therefore to provide the tools and methods to 

assure a comfortable user experience when using Ericsson’s stereoscopic 

3D video conferencing system. To achieve this goal, an investigation on 

the capturing and rendering systems has been performed to identify 

possible conflicts. This investigation has shown that accommodation-

convergence rivalry, comfortable viewing range and stereo framing 

violation are the major sources of user discomfort in 3D video conferenc-

ing.  

An algorithm for continuous analysis of produced stereoscopic content 

has been proposed. In particular, it detects wrong equipment configura-

tion and problematic content in real time by means of automatic adjust-

ments or user interaction, either at initiation phase or during the call 

session at capturing side. To validate and evaluate the efficiency of the 

implemented solution, a subjective test with participation of the 3D 

experts has been carried out. It has been shown that the proposed solu-

tion can detect targeted problems with high accuracy and apply correc-

tive actions. It is important to note that manual solutions are not im-

mune to problems. Nevertheless, it has also been shown that automatic 

solutions can considerably compensate manual methods inconsistency 

and provide a comfortable user experience.  

Keywords: Stereoscopic 3D, Video Conferencing, Salient Point Detec-

tion, Camera Disparity, Screen Parallax, Comfortable Viewing Range, 

C++. 
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1 Introduction 
The introduction of powerful computing processors and video compres-

sion techniques coupled with the high capacity broadband telecommu-

nication services has evolved the video conferencing to become an 

important tool that enhance the communication experience. In personal 

communication it helps people to maintain close relations over dis-

tances, whereas in business environment it reduces travelling costs by 

enabling effective collaboration between remote locations.  

By employing stereoscopic 3D video rather than the conventional 2D 

video, the communication experience is further enhanced. The 3D video 

conferencing provides the addition of depth perception which makes 

the visual experience realistic and immersive. It may also help solving 

some of the common video conferencing problems such as eye contact 

or gesture correction. 

1.1 Background and problem motivation 

A continuously growing demand on realistic video communication 

places higher demands on future research and technical development 

within the area of 3D video communication. To this effect, Ericsson 

research is currently investigating these aspects for its developed video 

conferencing system.       

Since 3D video conferencing is at an early stage, it is important to pro-

vide a comfortable user experience to leverage its usage. The quality of 

the user experience is related, among others, to the configuration of the 

capturing and rendering devices and the location of the scene compo-

nents. In effect, an inaccurate configuration of the capturing and/or 

rendering devices or an improper distribution of scene components 

could result in a very poor user experience, yielding in user dizziness 

and eye strain.  

Therefore, to avoid an uncomfortable user experience, a variety of 

conditions, guidelines and rules have to be taken into account from the 

beginning of the production chain [1]. These include an accurate calibra-

tion of the stereo camera as well as adaptation of the camera parameter 
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to the depth structure of scene content. However, these adjustments are 

usually a time consuming manual work and require a skilled person to 

apply them which is in contradiction with nature of a user friendly 

visual communication. Hence, a solution which identifies correct con-

figurations and applies them automatically or with minimum user 

interaction is urgent to guarantee a comfortable user experience. 

1.2 Overall aim  

The overall aim of this thesis is to enhance the user experience when 

using a point-to-point stereoscopic 3D video conferencing by indicating 

the correct configuration of the capturing equipments with respect to the 

location of scene components and the specification of rendering equip-

ment. In this sense, identifying and correcting the stereoscopic conflicts 

that can cause user discomfort is considered a convenient approach to 

achieve a comfortable user experience. Furthermore, this approach 

should be evaluated to ensure that the user experience has been en-

hanced.   

The identifying of the stereoscopic conflict requires an exploratory study 

of stereoscopic 3D generating techniques and stereoscopic 3D conflicts 

in addition to analysis of the architecture of Ericsson research 3D video 

conferencing system and the capturing and rendering equipments setup. 

The result of the exploratory study is presented in “Theory” chapter.    

The correction of the stereoscopic conflicts consists of implementation of 

the proposed solution for detection of the targeted stereoscopic conflict, 

identified during exploratory study, and implementation of the pro-

posed solution for employing the corrective methods to eliminate these 

conflicts. In particular, the targeted stereoscopic conflicts are detected 

based on the position of the scene components within the camera field of 

view. Hereafter, an automatic software shift method (as primary correc-

tive tool) and stereo camera configuration parameters were employed at 

the sender side of the point-to-point 3D video conferencing system in 

order to correct these stereoscopic conflicts.  

The evaluation in this thesis focuses on the performance measurement 

during stereoscopic conflict detection as well as validation of employed 

corrective tools performance during stereoscopic conflict correction. 
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1.3 Scope 

The theoretical chapters of this thesis aim to provide the knowledge 

required for understanding the employed methodologies. To this effect, 

only selected part of technologies, subjected by proposed methodology, 

are explained. For example only the depth cues affected by the targeted 

stereoscopic conflicts are described despite the fact that there are other 

depth cues employed during 3D video conferencing. 

The practical work in this thesis is integrated as part of Ericsson video 

conferencing system and it is targeted for research purposes with re-

spect to technical requirement of this study. Therefore, a completed 

application or library will not be produced and the testing would be 

limited to the conducted test regarding the performance evaluation.                  

The evaluation in this thesis work provides details about the proposed 

solution performance. In addition, the related studies and similar tech-

nologies as well as a brief comparison of these technologies with pro-

posed solution are presented in related work section. However, since no 

measurements are made regarding the comparison of proposed solution 

and related studies performance, some claims regarding performance of 

related works remains unproven. 

1.4 Concrete and verifiable goals  

The theoretical study in this thesis work includes a literature study of 

human visual system specification and characteristic of 3D stereoscopic 

technologies and analysis of Ericsson 3D video conferencing system. 

This study has resulted in theory chapter that will provide answer to the 

following questions: 

 What are depth cues and how human visual system uses them? 

 What are stereoscopic 3D technologies and how they provide 

depth perception? 

 What is the analogy between 3D video capturing and rendering 

geometry?   

 What are stereoscopic 3D conflicts and how they affect human 

visual system? 
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 How is stereoscopic content created in Ericsson 3D video confer-

encing system? 

 What is the architecture of point-to-point communication in 

Ericsson 3D video conferencing system? 

 Which stereoscopic conflicts can occur in current configuration of 

Ericsson 3D video conferencing equipment?    

The practical work in this thesis project includes design and implemen-

tation of a solution to automatically detect and correct the targeted 

stereoscopic conflicts. In case that the automatic correction is not possi-

ble, the manual corrective tools are employed to eliminate the targeted 

conflicts. More concretely, the implementation will address the follow-

ing: 

 Disparity map creation for captured stereoscopic sequence 

 Implementation of motion scene de-interlacing for feature detec-

tion 

 Elimination of disparity map outlier  

 Automatic detection of targeted stereoscopic conflicts either at 

the beginning or during a 3D video conferencing call 

 Detection of hazardous point and implementation of best effort 

software shift 

 Automatic elimination of targeted conflicts by means of disparity 

adjustment 

 Implementation of user interaction messaging for enabling user 

to apply manual corrective tools 

In this thesis work, the evaluation includes the measurement of correc-

tive tools correspondence rate and CPU-performance time during fea-

ture point detection. More concretely, the evaluation will result in the 

following: 

 Correspondence rate measurement for automatic software shift, 

camera sensor shift, camera focal length when they are employed 
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individually or with association of other corrective tools in pres-

ence of the following stereoscopic conflicts: 

- Accommodation-convergence rivalry at screen space 

- Accommodation-convergence rivalry at viewer space 

- Accommodation-convergence rivalry at screen space and 

stereo framing violation 

- Accommodation-convergence rivalry at viewer space and 

stereo framing violation 

 Measurement of CPU-performance time for keypoint detection, 

descriptor calculation, keypoint matching, and filtering pairs with 

respect to placement of scene object in following areas: 

- Behind the convergence point and inside the screen space 

- Within the convergence point  

- In front of the convergence point and inside the viewer 

space 

1.5 Outline 

Chapter 2 describes the depth perception in the human visual system, 

the structure of stereoscopic 3D and the stereoscopic conflicts for the 

deployed equipments. The methodology chapter indicates the chosen 

approach for solving the problems and clarifies the methodology of 

conducted evaluation test. In chapter 4, the design considerations taken 

in order to detect and correct the targeted conflicts are described. Chap-

ter 5 presents the results obtained by applying the proposed algorithm 

as well as results of system performance evaluation. In conclusion 

chapter (i.e. chapter 6) personal reflection and analytic observation of 

author regarding the results of conducted evaluation test and system 

performance are presented. A recommendation for future improve-

ments concludes this chapter. 
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2 Theory 
In this chapter, the theoretical background for this thesis is discussed. 

First the perception of depth in human visual system is described and 

then the stereoscopic methods that aim to provide this depth perception 

in video contents are described. Moreover, the possible stereoscopic 

conflicts related to this thesis are explained. Hereafter, a brief introduc-

tion of the developed video conferencing system at video technology 

unit of Ericsson research is presented and finally the limitation of the 

related works, targeting correction of the same stereoscopic conflicts, is 

discussed. 

2.1 The human visual system 

The visual ability to perceive the world in three dimension (3D) and 

estimate the relative distance of the objects is referred as the depth 

perception. The human visual system (HVS) utilizes several depth cues 

to generate the depth perception. Depth cues correspond to the sources 

of visual information that inform the observer about the distance be-

tween the objects in the visual field. Depth cues are classified in two 

categories: binocular cues and monocular cues.  

Binocular depth cues provide depth information when viewing a scene 

with both eyes. Binocular depth cues benefit from the fact that each eye 

produces a unique perspective of the scene. The human brain combines 

the received information from both perspectives and calculates the 

depth information based on experience and learning [2]. In contrast to 

binocular depth cues, the monocular depth cues only require one eye to 

provide the human brain with depth information [3]. Monocular depth 

cues are as important as binocular depth cues and depending on the 

distance between the scene and viewer they can even play the main role 

in depth perception [4]. The human brain employs multiple depth cues 

to calculate depth of the object. Some of the monocular and binocular 

depth cues which are related to this thesis are described in the following. 

Interposition (Occlusion): A monocular depth cue that depends on the 

relative position of two objects. If projections of one object block the 

view of another object projection then it is presumed that former object 
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located between the observer and the latter object, therefore it has to be 

closer than the partially obscured object.  

 

Accommodation: A monocular depth cue that occurs at each eye inde-

pendently. When human eyes try to focus on the objects, the ciliary 

muscle changes the focal length of the eye lens in order to produce a 

sharp and clear image. This contraction and relaxation of the ciliary 

muscle would be sent to the visual cortex to interpret the distance of the 

objects. This monocular depth cue is effective only at less than 2 meters 

viewing distance. 

Convergence: One of the most important binocular depth cues that is 

normally accompanied with the eye accommodation. To look at a real 

scene both eyes have to converge on the specific object. It means that 

both eyes rotate until their optical axes converge on the desirable object 

[5]. The point where the both eyes converge is referred as convergence 

point and the angle of intersection between two optical axes is called 

convergence angle which is denoted by α. In addition, the vergence 

angle, denoted by β, refer to the angle that two eyes have to rotate in 

opposite direction in order to focus on an object closer or farther than 

where they are converging. The HVS would use these two angles to 

estimate the distance of the desired object. The relation of β = α/2 is held 

between these angles. These angles are depicted in Figure 2.1. 

Retinal disparity: the human eyes are separated horizontally by the so 

called inter-ocular distance. This distance causes spatial displacement 

between projection of 3D points of scene onto right and left eye retina. 

This displacement is also known as retinal disparity or stereopsis [5]. 

The human brain has been trained to use retinal disparity to calculate 

relative distance of observed object from convergence point with high 

accuracy. The points that have no vergence angle with regard to con-

vergence point are located on a so called Horopter curve and have zero 

retinal disparity [6]. The magnitude of 3D point’s retinal disparity 

would increase as they are further away from the Horopter curve.  
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Figure 2.1: Principal of retinal disparity [5]. 

If the disparity produced by an object does not exceed a certain level, a 

depth perception would be achieved by the human brain. Panum’s 

fusional area sets the limits around the Horopter curve where a single 

fused image is achievable [7]. When projection of an object resides 

outside the Panum’s area, a phenomenon called diplopia occurs and a 

double image of the object would be seen [8]. However, due to the fact 

that human eyes can also accommodate on the desired object, diplopia is 

not usually seen in real 3D world. In other words, by focusing on a 

desired object a sharp and clear projection would be achieved and the 

blurriness of the object outside the Panum’s fusional area overcomes the 

effect of diplopia. 

2.2 Stereoscopic 3D technologies 

In order to reproduce the 3D experience for the user, different methods 

for generating, capturing and displaying may be deployed. Depending 

on the equipment these methods would vary. This thesis focuses on the 

stereoscopic methods which are based on the fact that human’s left and 

right eyes would observe slightly different projection of a scene. These 

methods utilize HVS perception of the multiple depth cues (see section 

2.1) and trick the human brain to cast an illusion of relative depth be-

tween objects of scene [7]. In particular, this study focuses on the passive 

stereoscopic polarization and autostereoscopic techniques.  
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2.2.1 Passive polarization techniques 

In passive stereoscopic system, the produced content for the left and 

right eye is displayed at the same time on the screen. The users are 

required to wear glasses that separate the two views and provide each 

eye with its respective view. In particular, polarization system presents 

the right and left views with different polarization. The viewers are 

equipped with glasses that contain a pair of different polarizing filter. 

Each filter would block the lights with different polarization and only 

passes lights that are similarly polarized. There are two types of polari-

zation glasses. Linear polarization which filters the light through vertical 

and horizontal polarization [9] and Circular polarization that employ 

quarter wave plate and a linear polarizer to circularly polarizes light 

[10]. The polarized methods can support a full colour range view. How-

ever, the produced views would have half of the frame resolution since 

the right and left views are spatially interlaced. 

2.2.2 Autostereoscopic techniques 

In these techniques, the viewers are not required to wear glasses and the 

display sends the left and right view to the respective eye. The main 

advantage of these methods is obviously that there is no need for 

glasses. There exist several different display technologies for autoste-

reoscopic. The Parallax Barrier Display method and lenticular display 

method are relevant to this thesis.     

Parallax Barrier Display:  in this technique, an opaque barrier with a 

series of regularly spaced vertical slits is placed in front of display. 

Using this barrier would allow each eye to receive different sets of pixels 

and enables each image to be directed to each eye [11]. This method can 

be seen in Figure 2.2(a). The main disadvantage of this method is that 

only horizontal parallax would be experienced.   

Lenticular display: in this technique, an array of cylindrical micro lenses 

is placed in front of display in such a way that each pixel is covered by a 

micro lens array. Each lens can direct the light in the desired direction. 

So that light of the right view pixel hits the right eye and the light of the 

left view pixel hits the left eye [11][12]. This method is depicted in  

Figure 2.2(b).  
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Figure 2.2: Autostereoscopic Method [11].  

(a) Parallax barrier, (b) lenticular array 

2.3 3D video Geometry 

The geometry of stereo video presentation determines the whole process 

of 3D stereoscopic video production. The relation between the camera     

geometry and display’s specification defines the methods and rules of 

production. 

2.3.1 3D video display geometry 

Stereoscopic displays intend to provide two different perspectives for 

left and right eyes. These slightly different views are presented on a 

same planar screen; therefore, these displays are called planostereoscopic 

displays [13]. The spatial distance between the corresponding points of 

two planar views is referred as screen disparity or parallax (denoted by 

P). Screen disparity causes retinal disparities in viewer’s eye that result 

in the perception of depth. Three types of parallax are defined based on 

the offset of two planar view presentations. 

Positive parallax: if the object points in the right-eye view lay more 

right than the corresponding point in the left-eye views then the object 

has positive parallax (Figure 2.3 (a)) [14]. To view the objects with posi-

tive parallax, the eye axis would converge at a point behind the screen 

planar and the object would be perceived in the so-called screen space. 

Maximum acceptable positive parallax is equal to viewer inter-ocular 

distance (denoted by t e ), which gives the impression that objects are 

located at the infinity. Exceeding the maximum positive parallax causes 

eye axis divergence, yielding fatigue and eye strain.  
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Zero parallax: if the corresponding point of an object in both right and 

left eye’s views are located at the same position then the object has zero 

parallax[15].  The zero parallax objects are perceived at the surface of the 

planar display (Figure 2.3 (b)). This situation is referred as zero parallax 

setting (ZPS). 

Negative parallax: corresponding image points have negative parallax 

when the point in the right-eye’s view is located at the left side of the 

corresponding point at the left-eye’s view (Figure 2.3(c)). In this situa-

tion the converging point of the viewing ray would be perceived in front 

of the planar screen. This area that is assumed to be closer than the 

planar screen surface to viewers is referred as viewer space.  

 

Figure 2.3: Different type of parallax. 

(a) Positive parallax, (b) zero parallax, (c) negative parallax 

An image point parallax is one of the factors that can formulate the 

perceived depth of an object (denoted by Z v ). This perceived depth is 

also dependant on the inter-ocular distance t e and the viewing distance 

Z
D

. The following equation formulates the relation between parallax 

and the perceived depth while viewer sitting at the distance Z
D

in front 

of planar display. 

Z v  = 
Pt

t

e

e



D Z
 (2. 1) 

2.3.2 3D video capturing geometry 

Stereoscopic 3D technologies utilize two synchronized camera to simu-

late the binocular observation of the scene. Cameras design intends to 

imitate the natural two-eye mechanism of human vision. Two configura-

tions of cameras location can satisfy natural HVS convergence mecha-

nism: toed-in setup and parallel sensor-shifted setup. 
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Toed-in setup: as shown in Figure 2.4(a), two cameras are rotated 

around their vertical axis toward each other to produce a convergence 

point at a desirable distance.   

Parallel sensor-shifted setup: as depicted in Figure 2.4 (b), two cameras 

are located in parallel position and convergence point is achieved by 

small shift of sensor target denoted by h. 

 

Figure 2.4: Stereoscopic camera setup [5]. 

(a) toed-in setup, (b) parallax sensor-shifted setup 

Although toed-in setup resembles the HVS convergence mechanism, it 

is proven that parallel sensor shifted setup would provide higher 

stereoscopic image quality [5]. Parallel sensor-shifted setup provides 

desirable disparity while avoiding unwanted stereoscopic distortions 

which are introduced in case of toed-in setup. In this thesis report, 

parallel configuration is considered as the main setup of camera, 

although all the formula presented could be converted to satisfy the 

toed in setup.  

Camera disparity (denoted by d) is the distance between the image 

points that refer to the same capture point. Considering f to be camera 

focal length, t c  the baseline distance, Z c to be the distance to 

convergence plane and Z to be the object distance from camera, the 

following equation indicates camera disparity. 
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                                                    d = h - 
Z

ftc   = t c .f (
ZZc

11
 ) (2. 2) 

2.3.3 Analogy between 3D video capture and display 

There is an analogy between the disparity d on the capturing side and 

the screen parallax P at the display side. Disparity defines depth based 

on the sensor metric and parallax depends on the screen size [5]. The 

magnification factor, denoted by S M , relates these concepts as a relation 

between the display width W D  and sensor width W S .  

                                                    S M  = 
S

D

W

W

d

P
     (2. 3)  

Combining the display geometry (2.2) and capture geometry (2.1) the 

following formula can be derived:  

                                           Z v  = 
)(

ZD

eMcM

eD

Me

e

thSZtfS

ZtZ

St

t









     (2. 4) 

It can be derived that depth perception is not linear unless  

t e =S M \cdot h. This implies that camera sensor shift h is an important 

parameter to control how depth is distributed in the screen and viewer 

space.  

2.4 Stereoscopic 3D conflicts  

An improper creation and display of stereo content may lead to unnatu-

ral scene representation that could result in an uncomfortable user 

experience. The stereoscopic artefacts can occur in different stages of 3D 

content production and display. In this section, major artefacts related to 

this thesis are briefly discussed. 

Accommodation-convergence rivalry: In a real world 3D scene, eyes 

would simultaneously change ocular focus (accommodation of section 

2.1) and ocular alignment (convergence of section 2.1) in response to 

retinal disparity to provide vision over same point of interest. These two 

coulometer mechanisms are linked together; hence, converging on a 

specific object would result in automatic focus on the position where the 

object is expected to reside [16]. On the other hand, in a stereoscopic 3D 

display, perception of the objects depth is presented by disparity or 
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parallax. To interpret such a disparity, eyes try to converge on objects. 

However, as shown in Figure 2.5 eyes lenses are forced to maintain 

same focal length and focus on screen plane (Z D ) instead of focus on 

convergence point (Z V ). Due to habitual correlation between accommo-

dation and convergence, eyes try to focus on perceived depth instead of 

real one. The result is out of focus presentation of objects that appear 

close to the viewer. This conflict could cause major eyestrain. To elimi-

nate this problem, produced depth should be in a rather small volume 

around screen plane [17]. 

 

Figure 2.5: Accommodation – Convergence Conflict [5] 

Comfortable viewing range and depth budget violation: as mentioned in 

section 2.1, depth perception in stereoscopic 3D content is presented by 

retinal disparity. If retinal disparity of an object is too large, the binocu-

lar fusion of the object fails and a pair of monocular objects might be 

seen. An exaggerated positive or negative disparity in stereoscopic 

content can lead to this problem. An extreme positive disparity would 

enforce eye to diverge beyond infinity, as a result eye divergence would 

occur, whereas an extreme negative disparity would enforce the eyes to 

converge over their limit and causes exaggerated eye convergence. To 

ensure that reconstruction of 3D scene elements would not result in an 

unnatural eye movement, a limited depth range called comfortable 

viewing range (CVR) should be targeted. The CVR limits are dependent 

on different parameter such as viewing distance and display width. 
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Producing 3D content with respect to CVR limitation restricts the avail-

able capturing depth range to be within the depth budget. It means that, 

while capturing 3D content, the stereographer must calculate the depth 

range of the closest object to the furthest object in a captured scene, also 

known as depth bracket, and confines 3D content within the limits of 

CVR. Depth budget can be expressed either in terms of relative parallax 

range ΔP rel or maximum and minimum acceptable parallax values 

P max and P min for a specific display. Both terms are related as follows: 

 ΔP rel  = ΔP / W D  = (P max - P min ) / W D   (2. 5) 

If the corresponding retinal disparity of a scene element violates the 

limits of maximal and minimal parallax (depth budget) then an uncom-

fortable 3D presentation would be experienced. As shown in Figure 2.6, 

the objects should be presented in bright area; whereas the dark areas 

should be visited only occasionally with specific purposes such as creat-

ing a catchy movie scene with an object coming far out of screen[18]. 

 

Figure 2.6: Stereoscopic Comfort Zone [18] 

Stereo framing violation: this conflict occurs when stereoscopic repro-

duction of an object only appears in one view. The object that is close to 

the right or left borders of the frame would probably be cut-off by frame 

boundaries. As shown in Figure 2.7, each eye has an associated field of 

view, illustrated by red and green cones. These fields of view are deter-

mined by the position of the respective eye and the display. If an object 

is displayed at retinal rivalry area where the red and green cones are not 

overlapping, object would be presented to one eye and a conflict be-

tween two different depth cues would occur. The monocular depth cue 

suggest that the object should be behind the screen because it is oc-
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cluded by the screen boundaries ; but at the same time binocular depth 

cues suggest that the object should be in front of screen due to intro-

duced negative disparity. This conflict would be more pronounced if the 

object has significant negative disparity [19]. Parts of scene that are only 

presented to one view would appear as transparent objects and viewing 

these areas could cause eye divergence. 

 

Figure 2.7: Stereo Framing Violation area. 

2.5 Ericsson research 3D video conferencing system 

A 3D video conferencing system is being researched and developed 

within the visual technologies unit at Ericsson Research. This system is 

based on the 2D conventional video conferencing system, VisualCom, 

also developed at Ericsson Research. VisualCom can be configured to 

support different 3D capturing equipment (stereoscopic camera setup or 

2D plus the depth camera setup) and provide content suitable for differ-

ent 3D display equipment. In current systems, “3D video” usually 

corresponds to stereo video, where the left and the right views are 

simultaneously captured by a stereo camera.   

Videoconferencing Client (VIC) and Personal Videoconferencing Client 

(pVIC) are two types of clients implemented in VisualCom. The VIC 

client is a stationary videoconferencing client that can be used in confer-

ence room. This client can support high quality communication. The 

pVIC client is intended for personal videoconferencing client that might 

not support high quality communication. Snapshot of both clients is 

presented at Figure 2.8. The system also includes a conference node, 

referred to as MRFP, Multimedia Resource Function Processor.   
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MRFP handles connections of clients and delivery of correct audio and 

video streams to the clients. Both clients and the MRFP are software 

implementations created for PCs running Windows. Microsoft Direct-

Show is used as the media framework. Multi party and point-to-point 

calls are provided in VisualCom. A multi party call should be estab-

lished through MRPF, but it is possible to connect directly between 

clients in a point-to-point call.  

  

(a) pVIC                         (b) VIC 

Figure 2.8: Ericsson Visual Communication (a) pVIC (b) VIC. 

VisualCom uses the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) for transport of 

video and audio streams. This protocol provides an end-to-end network 

transport function for transmission of real time data over multicast or 

unicast network services. RTP does not provide quality of service or 

service reservation. In addition, the Real Time Control Protocol (RTCP) 

is applied to assure data delivery monitoring [20]. 

2.5.1 Point-to-Point stereoscopic communication 

This thesis focuses on the point-to-point stereoscopic communication. To 

this effect, a stereoscopic camera is used for capturing 3D content and a 

circular polarized display or an autostereoscopic displays may be de-

ployed to render the received 3D content. For the transmission of the 

stereoscopic content, a frame compatible format coded with H.264 is 

employed. This format provides a combination of the right and left 

views into one single frame. As depicted in Figure 2.9, a costume side by 

side combination of frame compatible format is deployed in the 3D 

video conferencing system. 
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The stereoscopic camera produces 1080i content with YUV format, a 

colour model with a luminance channel (Y) and two colour info channel, 

for both views. However, the targeted displaying format is 720p with 

RGB format, a colour model based on three channel of red, green, and 

blue colour. Hence, a customized down sampling is performed to create 

the targeted frame. In particular, a so-called central window with size of 

1280*720 pixels is cropped from the centre of both views, depicted by 

blue rectangle in Figure 2.9. Thereafter, the horizontal down sampling 

and YUV to RGB conversion would be applied to produce the resolution 

of 640*720 for each central window. Afterward, the down sampled right 

and left central window would be combined to produce the side by side 

RGB 720p frame that is going to be transmitted to the receiver end. 

    

 

Figure 2.9: Frame-compatible formats 
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2.6 Stereoscopic conflict of the 3D video conferencing 

system  

The employed capturing/rendering equipments in Ericsson 3D video 

conferencing system are resistant to some common stereoscopic conflict 

such as colour mismatch or temporal and spatial aliasing. However 

some stereoscopic conflicts are dependent on the placement of scene 

objects, and regardless of the employed equipment; it is not possible to 

prevent these stereoscopic conflicts. During analysis phase of this thesis 

work, it was discovered that accommodation-convergence rivalry, the 

stereo framing violation and the comfortable viewing range violation 

can affect user experience in current setup of the 3D video conferencing 

system. Therefore in this thesis, we focus on detection of these targeted 

conflicts and propose a solution based on limits of CVR to provide a 

comfortable user experience. In the next two sections, specification of 

these conflicts is described.  

2.6.1 Accommodation-Convergence rivalry and CVR violation 

As mentioned in section 2.4, accommodation-convergence rivalry can be 

eliminated by confining the produced depth bracket to an acceptable 

range. This acceptable depth range is directly coupled with the CVR 

depth budget for many stereoscopic displays [5]. The depth budget is 

expressed in term of the maximum and minimum parallax. The maxi-

mum parallax should not exceed human inter-ocular distance:     

 P max = et  (2. 6) 

In addition, the minimum parallax can be specified in allowed difference 

of the vergence angle Δα total  [5]. Using common equation β = α/2 (see 

Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.4) where α is the convergence angle and β is the 

vergence angle, the following formula can be derived: 

 β = α/2 = tan 1 ( 2et . Z v  ) (2. 7) 

Where et  is the inter-ocular distance and Z v  is the perceived depth. 

Due to small vergence angle, the inverse tangent function can be lin-

earized. Hence, the vergence range for the viewer and screen space can 

be derived as follows [5]: 
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 Δβ viewer  = β
nearZ

- β
DZ

≈ 2et (
nearZ

1
-

DZ

1
) (2.8) 

 Δβ screen  = β
DZ

- β
farZ

 ≈ 2et (
DZ

1
-

far 
Z

1
) (2.9) 

Where nearZ  and farZ  refer to the perceived depth of the closest and the 

farthest object inside a scene and DZ  indicate the distance between 

display and viewer. Thereafter, using equation 2.7 the total difference of 

vergence angle can be derived: 

 Δα total  = et  . (
near

1

Z
-

far 
Z

1
) (2.10) 

Finally from equations 2.1, 2.7 and 2.10, one can deduce the minimum 

limit of parallax, Where DZ  is the viewing distance: 

 

 ΔP = P max - P min = DZ . Δα total   (2.11) 

 P min = et - DZ . Δα total  (2.12) 

The calculated depth budget can be translated to the minimum and 

maximum camera disparity denoted by d min and d max  (see equation 2.3). 

In this sense, the depth bracket of captured scene should not surpass 

d min and d max . If maximum disparity is violated then the scene 

components disparity should be reduce, whereas if minimum disparity 

is violated, then the scene components disparity should be increased to 

avoid accommodation-convergence rivalry. 

 

2.6.2 Stereo framing violation  

Stereo framing violation can be detected by investigating on the right 

and left boundaries of the screen, denoted by 
rightdX and 

leftdX respec-

tively. These areas are shown in Figure 2.10. As mentioned in section 2.4, 

an object with significant negative disparity is more likely to cause this 

problem. Therefore, indicating minimum acceptable parallax for the 

objects in these areas leads to detection of framing violation.  
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The following equation relates dXright and dXleft to display width resolu-

tion denoted by W px

D [19] and display width resolution in pixel w px

D  [19]. 

 
rightdX = 

leftdX = 
D

px

D

px

D

Z

wZW  .

2

min  (2.13) 

Where Zmin is the minimum perceived depth.  

Using the equation 2.8, the minimum acceptable perceived depth can be 

derived as following [19]: 

 
)min(xZ = DZ - 

left

D

dX

ZZx )( min
  for x ∈ [0,

leftdX ] (2.14) 

                      
)min(xZ = DZ - 

right

D

px

D

dX

ZZxW ))(( min
 for x ∈ [W

px

D -
rightdX  , W

px

D ] (2. 15) 

This limit on the observed depth can be converted to minimum parallax 

as following [19]: 

                                            
)min(xP = et ( 

)min(

1
x

D

Z

Z
ε)        (2.16) 

Where ε is a small constant that models approximation errors (typically 

ε = 10-3). Surpassing this limit can lead to stereo framing violation. The 

detected stereo framing violation would be solved by either removing 

the problematic object or changing the convergence point of camera in 

order to put the problematic objects behind convergence point and 

inside the screen space.   

 

 
 

Figure 2.10: Viewing setup approximation for stereo framing violation detection [19] 
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2.7 Salient point detection 

As it is motivated in design section 4.2, a salient point detection method 

is employed in this thesis work.  A brief introduction of the three inves-

tigated methods, providing accurate and reliable feature extraction, is 

presented in the following: 

Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT): this method provides extrac-

tion of feature points that are invariant to image scaling, rotation, 

changes of illumination and viewpoint of 3D camera. More information 

about the specification of feature detection can be found in [21].This 

method provides accurate feature detection; however current imple-

mentation is computational consuming which cannot be employed for 

real time analysis. 

Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF): this method is a fast and robust 

algorithm that has same Laplacian-based detector as SIFT. It uses inte-

gral image and box filter technique to speed up differential operation 

[22]. More information about this method is provided in [23].This algo-

rithm provides fast and robust feature detection that is scale-invariant 

and resistant to rotation. However, it is still computational consuming 

and cannot provide real time analysis.   

Oriented BRIEF (ORB): a very fast, rotation invariant and noise resis-

tant method [24] which has similar matching performance as SIFT but is 

more resistant to image noise and it can be used for real time feature 

detection due to its computational efficiency. ORB uses Features from 

accelerated segment test (FAST) method for detecting interesting point 

and then apply orientation component to provide rotational invariance. 

ORB deploys Rotation-aware Binary Robust Independent Elementary 

Features (rBRIEF) method for calculating feature point description. The 

details about FAST and rBRIEF can be found in [24].The main advantage 

of ORB that separates it from other detection method is providing 

reliable rotation invariant local feature point in real time [24][25][26]. 
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2.8 Related work 

In this section, the three related works that analyzes the stereoscopic 

contents to eliminate the targeted stereoscopic conflicts (see section 2.4) 

are briefly introduced.  

A post production video analyzer tool to detect the comfortable viewing 

range violation in stereoscopic 3D content has been produced by 

Graphic and Media Lab of Moscow state University [27]. In this system 

the disparity of scene components based on the motion vector blocks 

analysis of views is calculated. In addition, maximum parallax estima-

tion based on display system characteristics would be calculated. Here-

after, the violation of the maximum and minimum parallax can be 

detected. The proposed tool can indicate CVR violation but does not 

suggest any method to eliminate this conflict. It also cannot be used for 

real time problem detection since it is a post production tool. 

A stereo analyzer system that can detect CVR violation, accommoda-

tion-convergence rivalry and stereo framing violation while capturing 

stereoscopic content is created in a collaboration between Heinrich-

Hertz-Institute and KUK Filmproduction GmbH [5]. This system uses a 

peripheral display that can show the disparity histogram of the scene in 

real time and alert the stereographer when a conflict is detected. This 

solution is more suitable for 3D content production application and it 

can indicate and solve major stereoscopic problems; however conflict 

detection in this system is performed on the peripheral device and the 

conflict correction is dependent on the stereographer. Therefore, this 

solution cannot be used in 3D video conferencing system. 

The article [28] proposes a real time solution for detection and elimina-

tion of uncomfortable stereoscopic imagery. This solution would detect 

stereoscopic conflicts by means of violation of the acceptable parallax. 

Thereafter, it eliminates the conflicts by switching to a corrected version 

of stereoscopic content. This system requires a video switching device 

that would switch from an uncomfortable imagery to a comfortable 

input source. This article claims to solve live or offline uncomfortable 3D 

imagery; however, it is dependent on the video switching device and it 

cannot solve problem automatically. 
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These methods can detect the targeted problems but there is not a 

method that can automatically eliminate these conflicts in real time. In 

this thesis, the same approach for detection of the accommodation-

convergence rivalry, CVR violation and stereo framing violation based 

on the disparity of scene component is employed. Furthermore, an 

automatic software solution is proposed that can eliminate targeted 

conflicts in real times. This proposed solution can be employed in video 

conferencing systems to enhance the user experience. In the next chap-

ters of this report, more detail about this solution and its result are 

explained. 
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3 Methodology 
In this chapter the development process, tools, the chosen approach to 

solve the problems and the evaluation methodology used in this thesis 

are described.   

3.1 Development process 

To ensure a comfortable 3D video conferencing experience, a method 

that detects the stereoscopic 3D conflicts and applies the corrective 

actions was designed and implemented. The first step was analysis of 

the implemented 3D video conferencing system and the specification of 

capturing and displaying equipments to indicate the existing stereo-

scopic conflicts. Due to the dependency of several software projects to 

each other, an iterative approach for detection and correction of the 

targeted stereoscopic conflicts were conducted. An instance of this 

dependency is evolution of the disparity map analysis in regards to 

different stereoscopic conflict detection methods. This development 

process can be shown in following steps: 

     System Analysis          Design              Implementation             Testing 

3.2 Hardware tools 

The 3D video conferencing client and all development conducted in this 

thesis work was implemented on an HP personal computer provided by 

Ericsson Research. The characteristic of the processing unit of this com-

puter were as follow: 

Operating system Windows Vista™ Enterprise 32-bit   

CPU Intel® Xeon ® E5520 @ 2.27 GHz 4 x 256KB L2 Cache 

RAM 4 GB 

The specification of capture card, capturing unit, and rendering units are 

presented in appendix A: System specification.  
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3.3 Software development  

Visual Studio 2008 service pack 1 with .Net 3.5 framework was the main 

programming Integrated Development Environment (IDE) used in this 

thesis work. This IDE was used for all C++/C# development.  

OpenCV visual library was used for feature point detection. This library 

is a cross-platform, open source computer vision library supported by 

Willow Garage [29]. 

The R programming language environment was used for creating the 

plots and diagrams. 

The Blackmagic Media Express was used for prompt display of the captur-

ing scene on 2D display. This software also provides playback of cap-

tured stereoscopic content in side by side format. 

3.4 Possible approach to solve problem 

One of the challenges of this thesis work was indicating the most con-

venient approach for detection and elimination of the targeted conflicts. 

A conflict can be detected either at sender side or receiver side, either at 

the beginning or during a call session. In the next two sections, the 

possible approaches on how to solve the conflicts are discussed.  

3.4.1 Sender side approach 

In order to detect and correct possible stereoscopic conflict at the sender 

side, the specification of the receiver side equipment should be provided 

prior to the communication. If any problem is detected then the correc-

tive action would be applied locally and there is no need for transmit-

ting any corrective command through the network. It has to be noticed 

that applying corrective action at sender side would have an apparent 

effect on the perceived depth of the scene components at the receiver 

side. Hence, an extreme modification, during the call session, would 

produce a significant change of perceived depth that can cause discom-

fort. This approach enforces processing load of conflict detection on the 

sender side that can further introduce lagging in the produced video 

stream. 
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3.4.2 Receiver side approach 

Detecting the problem at the receiver side requires exchange of the 

corrective command between two sides of the communication, since 

some corrective action should be applied manually to the capturing 

devices at sender side. Similar to the sender side approach it is possible 

to eliminate the targeted conflicts either at beginning or during call 

session. This approach would minimize the possible latency of the 

content production caused by conflict detection. However, this approach 

requires a reliable communication channel between call participants that 

ensure delivery of the corrective command which introduces extra load 

of message passing over the network.  

3.5 The chosen approach to solve the problems 

At the time of conducting this thesis work, Ericsson 3D video conferenc-

ing system only supported multimedia communication between two 

sides of communication and didn’t provide message passing once the 

communication is initiated. Furthermore the proposed algorithm for 

correction of detected conflicts, presented in chapter 4 (Design), requires 

manual modification of capturing device. Therefore sender side ap-

proach is chosen as the main method of detection and correction of 

stereoscopic conflicts. In particular, the targeted stereoscopic conflicts 

are detected by analysis of captured scene disparity map, described in 

design section 4.2, with respect to the proposed algorithm detailed in 

design section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. Furthermore, the targeted stereoscopic 

conflicts are eliminated by means of applying corrective tools with 

respect to the proposed algorithm described in design section 4.4.4. In 

addition, correction of the targeted conflicts is performed at the begin-

ning of communication and the produced depth bracket is maintained 

during the call session. This decision was made to ensure that user 

experience is not altered when the call session is started. 

To demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm, described 

in design section 4.5, a worst case scenario that can be corrected is con-

sidered. In order to avoid many possible scenarios, it can be assumed 

that if the proposed algorithm can solve the worst case scenario, then it 

can solve simpler scenarios as well.  In this scenario the targeted stereo-

scopic conflicts are present and the user applies opposite of corrective 

actions. The result of this scenario is provided in the Appendix B: the 

worst case scenario. 
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3.6 Evaluation of system performance 

The conducted performance test consisted of the process time measure-

ment during feature detection and evaluation of the enhanced user 

experience. 

3.6.1 Feature detection evaluation  

Analysis of the different parts of this thesis work indicated that feature 

detection process, divided into four steps as shown in Figure 3.1, is 

significantly CPU-time consuming task compared to other system proc-

ess. As it will be discussed in result section 5.1.1, this process time also 

causes playback delay during initiation phase. Therefore the feature 

detection evaluation was performed to indicate the part of feature 

detection process that require more CPU-process time and can be con-

sidered as the part that causes the playback delay. The following is a 

brief description of each part of feature detection process: 

Keypoint detection: in this part the salient feature points of the left and 

right views of the stereoscopic frame are detected. 

Calculating descriptor: the features vector for each detected keypoint is 

calculated. 

Keypoint matching: corresponding keypoint of the right and left view are 

matched based on their descriptor similarity. 

Filtering pairs: a filtering over the matched keypoint pairs is performed 

to select the spatially correlated pairs. The filtering algorithm is de-

scribed in section 4.4.3.              

3.6.1.1 Evaluation condition            

To further investigate that whether or not the time of feature detection 

process is dependent on the object placement in a stereoscopic frame, 

three different setup of object placement were created. Thereafter fea-

ture detection for the desired numbers of feature points was performed 

and the time it takes to complete each part of feature detection process 

was measured by comparing timestamps before and after  and each 

setup was repeated for 100 times. The test was conducted on the proc-

essing unit described in section 3.2. The configuration of the employed 
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feature detection method can be seen in design section 4.2.2. The follow-

ing are the test cases for this evaluation: 

 Test A1: The objects are located behind the convergence point 

and inside screen space. 

 Test A2: The objects are located on the convergence point. 

 Test A3: The objects are located in front of the convergence point 

and inside viewer space. 

For each test the objects located outside the targeted range had smooth 

surface to enable detection of all keypoints on the objects placed on 

targeted range. The results of feature detection evaluation are provided 

in chapter 5 (Result).  

 

Figure 3.1 : Feature detection process 

3.6.2 Enhanced user experience evaluation            

The user experience in 3D video conferencing is a visual experience 

whereas the proposed algorithm for enhancement of user experience 

deals with statistical analysis of the scene features. Therefore, the en-

hanced user experience evaluation was designed to test whether or not 

the proposed algorithm corresponds to the human visual experience.     

Furthermore, it was interesting to evaluate the performance of correc-

tive tools, introduced in design section 4.3.  To this effect, the so-called 

correspondence rate was defined to indicate how well enhanced user 

experience, produced by applying different corrective tools, corre-
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sponds to visual experience when using different corrective tools. The 

criteria for measurement of corrective tools correspondence rate were as 

follows:                     

 Performance of the proposed software shift  

 Performance of the sensor shift modification 

 Performance of focal length modification 

 Performance of the software shift in association with sensor shift 

modification 

 Performance of the software shift in association with focal length 

modification 

 Performance of the sensor shift in association with focal length 

modification 

 Performance of  association of all corrective tools  

3.6.2.1 User experience evaluation condition            

Since the visual experience is different for each individual, it was re-

quired to perform visual testing session with association of multiple 

participants. To evaluate the effect of the implemented solution on user 

experience, a series of 3D stereoscopic sequences pairs including the 

problematic sequence and the corrected sequence, created by applying 

the proposed algorithm, were shown to three 3D experts. They were 

asked to compare the second sequence with the first one in terms of 

more comfortable 3D experience. Since test participant were 3D experts, 

they were also able to recognize stereoscopic conflicts and decide that 

the destructive effect of these conflicts is decreased or increased in 

second sequence. To avoid prediction of the problematic sequence and 

the applied corrective action, the sequence pairs were shown randomly. 

The produced stereoscopic contents were targeted for the 46 inch 

Hyundai 2D/3D wide monitor. The viewing distance of the participant 

was close to 160 cm in front of the screen, the optimal viewing distance 

for Hyundai screen [30], and the normal fluorescent lamp produced the 

lightning of the environment. The test was performed in the multimedia 

lab of the visual technology unit at Ericsson Research.  
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3.6.2.2 Evaluation scenarios 

To further investigate the correspondence rate of the corrective tools, the 

measurement criteria of section 3.6.2 were evaluated in presence of the 

targeted stereoscopic conflict. The following were the evaluation test 

cases: 

 Test B1: Evaluation in presence of CVR maximum acceptable par-

allax violation and accommodation-convergence rivalry. 

 Test B2: Evaluation in presence of CVR minimum acceptable par-

allax violation and accommodation-convergence rivalry. 

 Test B3: Evaluation in presence of CVR maximum acceptable par-

allax violation and accommodation-convergence rivalry and ste-

reo framing violation. 

 Test B4: Evaluation in presence of CVR minimum acceptable par-

allax violation and accommodation-convergence rivalry and ste-

reo framing violation. 

In each test case in order to simulate different possibilities of conflicts 

occurrence, CVR acceptable range were calculated and the problematic 

objects were placed in following location:  

 For violation of CVR maximum parallax objects were located at 

1.5 * CVR maximum parallax range and 3*CVR maximum paral-

lax range. 

 For violation of CVR minimum parallax objects were located at 

1.5*CVR minimum parallax range and 3*CVR minimum parallax 

range. 

 For stereo framing violation objects were located at either only 

right view or left view of the frame. 
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4 Design  
In this chapter the proposed solution and the design of the application 

implementation are described. The implementation environment was 

visual studio 2008 and the programming language was C++/C#. 

4.1 Structure of implementation  

Ericsson 3D video conferencing clients are based on Microsoft Direct-

Show, a multimedia framework produced by Microsoft [31]. Figure 4.1 

shows the filter configuration used in both the transmitting and the 

receiving clients in a point-to-point communication. The stereoscopic 3D 

content creation is implemented in the source filter of this chain. To 

ensure transmission of corrected content, the proposed solution should 

also be implemented in the source filter. 

In this thesis work we aim to enhance the user experience by minimising 

the destructive effect of the targeted stereoscopic conflicts. Since these 

conflicts can be presented by violation of acceptable depth budget (see 

section 2.6), we propose a solution to assure that produced depth 

bracket (see section 2.4) is within the depth budget. To this effect, the 

receiver side display’s depth budget and the produced depth bracket are 

calculated and then the corrective tools/methods (if needed) are em-

ployed to modify the depth bracket.  

 

Figure 4.1: DirectShow representation of the transmitting and receiving client in point-to-point commu-

nication. 
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4.1.1 Proposed solution  

As motivated in section 3.5, it is decided to choose a sender side ap-

proach for this thesis work. Hence, prior to the beginning of the com-

munication, the depth budget of the receiver side is calculated at the 

sender side. To this effect, the SDP messaging can be employed to de-

liver receiver side’s display width to the sender side. Thereafter, the 

boundaries of the depth budget can be calculated using equation 2.6 and 

2.12 and then these boundaries are translated to disparity using equa-

tion 2.3. To detect the targeted conflicts, a disparity map of the captured 

scene is created. Finally, the comparison between created disparity map 

and the depth budget indicates possible stereoscopic conflicts. 

The initiation phase is introduced at the beginning of the communica-

tion to perform modification of the produced depth bracket. To ensure 

that the user experience would not alter during communication, all 

corrective actions are applied in this phase while a black screen is send 

to the other side. In addition, implementing this phase ensures that the 

current position of scene objects do not cause accommodation-

convergence rivalry or stereo framing violation.  

The periodical analysis phase starts when the initiation phase is com-

pleted. During this phase, a continuous analysis of the captured contents 

is performed to detect possible violation of the created depth budget. 

These violations are caused by either movement of the existing scene 

components or introduction of new components. Therefore, it is possible 

to assume that they can be relocated. In case of depth budget violation, 

an image that indicates the location of problematic objects is shown and 

the sender side user is requested to remove the indicated objects. This 

phase would continue until the end of call session. 

4.2 Salient point detection for disparity map creation 

To identify the targeted stereoscopic conflicts, mentioned in section 2.4, 

one must initially provides a comprehensive analysis of local properties 

of the image. Investigating existing conflicts, based on all pixels of the 

video content, requires series of complex and time consuming processes. 

Therefore, salient feature point detection was chosen to summarize local 

properties and image indexes and to facilitate the content analysis. 

Different methods of feature point detection investigated in this study 

are presented in theory section 2.7.   
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4.2.1 Chosen feature point detection algorithm  

The nature of video conferencing mandates the analysis of video content 

in real time because finding conflict in a frame that already has been 

displayed and has produced user discomfort is useless. SIFT and SURF 

can provide consistent scale invariant feature detection but they require 

large computation time that would be problematic for a real time system 

or low-power devices such as cell phones. ORB can provide computa-

tionally efficient feature detection that is more resistant to noise com-

pared to other methods. ORB provides matching proficiency of SIFT 

while being almost an order of magnitude faster than SURF [24]. In 

addition, ORB is free from licensing restriction of SURF and SIFT [25]. 

Therefore in this study ORB method is employed for local feature point 

detection. A detailed description of ORB feature detection and matching 

is provided at [24][25][26]. 

4.2.2 ORB configuration  

The ORB is implemented in the 2D Features Framework C++ library of 

OpenCV [32]. The current ORB implementation provides different 

configuration parameters to customize the feature point detection. 

Numerous performed experiments suggested that the following con-

figuration provides a balance between accurate depth bracket calcula-

tion and the feature detection time.  

 Maximum number of feature point is set to 1000. 

 An 8 level pyramid is employed for image scaling.  

 Features are not detected in 11 pixels from the borders of the im-

age due to patch size compatibility which is 11 pixels.  

 Harris algorithm is used to rank best features. 

4.2.3 Feature matching filter 

The ORB uses a brute force matching method to determine the feature 

point pairs [24]. This implies that the spatial location of the points is not 

considered for matching. The result of the brute force feature matching 

for a sample stereoscopic frame is illustrated in Figure 4.2(a). The col-

oured dots indicate the feature points and each coloured line connect a 

pair of matched feature points. 
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To provide a more accurate matching, a filtering over the matched pairs 

is performed so that only the matching of the feature points with maxi-

mum vertical distance of 2 pixels is approved. The results of filtering 

over the same sample stereoscopic frame can be seen in Figure 4.2(b). 

 

 (a) Standard brute force matching  

 

(b) Filtered brute force matching 

Figure 4.2: ORB matching result: 

(a) Standard brute force matching, (b) Filtered brute force matching 

4.2.4 Motion scene de-interlacing 

Upon implementation of feature detection in the 3D video conferencing 

system, the motion scene interlacing problem was detected. This prob-

lem occurs because the produced frame consists of two sub-fields, one 

occupying the odd horizontal lines while the other takes the even hori-

zontal lines. The interlacing technique increases the frame rate since two 

consecutive frames are displayed in one frame. However, this method 
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prevents correct feature detection for frames that contains moving 

components.  

The reason is that the location of a moving component varies in two 

consecutive frames and as a result an inconsistent display of the object is 

created when interlaced video is employed. In addition, ORB considers 

a pixel as interesting point if it meets the intensity threshold in compari-

son with the pixels in a circular ring around it [25]. Since the immediate 

vertical neighbouring pixels are part of the other subfield, the ORB 

cannot detect the interesting pixels inside a moving component. This 

condition is depicted in Figure 4.3(a). To avoid this problem, it was 

decided to de-interlace right and left frame contents and detect the 

feature points in the odd sub-field of each frame. Applying this method, 

as shown in Figure 4.3(b), ensure feature detection inside all components 

of the scene. 

 

(a) Temporally interlaced frame 

 

(b) One temporal field frame 

Figure 4.3: Motion scene salient point detection: 

(a) Temporally interlaced frame, (b) One temporal field frame  
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4.2.5 Disparity map outlier 

Analysis of the produced frame disparity showed presence of the outlier 

matched points. These outlier points produce the disparity values that 

are numerically distant from the rest of the point’s disparity. These 

points are the result of an incorrect matching pair and should be elimi-

nated to prevent inaccurate depth bracket approximation. An example 

of these outliers is shown in Figure 4.4. To ensure that the calculated 

disparity values are not the result of an incorrect matching, a three step 

solution that finds outliers is proposed. 

1. A simple numerical analysis method that indicates candidate out-

lier points within a data set is employed. This method would de-

fine two quantities, called inner fence and outer fence based on 

the data distribution [33]. The extreme values that exceed these 

boundaries can be considered as candidate outlier points. To cal-

culate these fences, the set of disparity values should be ordered 

increasingly.  Hereafter, the ordered set of disparity values would 

be divided into four equal quartiles. The upper point of the low-

est 25% of disparity points is called lower quartile denoted by Ql 

and the lower point of the highest 25% of disparity points is 

called upper quartile denoted by Qu. Moreover, the difference be-

tween the upper and lower quartiles is called the inter-quartile 

range, denoted by IQR. Then inner fence and outer fence can be 

derived as the following: 

 Inner Fence = Ql – 1.5*(IQR)       (4.1) 

 Outer Fence = Qu + 1.5*(IQR) (4.2) 

The disparity points that are bigger than outer fence or smaller than 

inner fence are stored in the outlier point candidate list. To ensure that 

these candidate points are not disparity of a problematic object, the next 

steps are deployed. 

2. The disparities of the neighbouring feature points should be ap-

proximately in same range since they are feature points of the 

same object. The analysis of the neighbouring feature points of a 

candidate outlier can be used to indicate an incorrect match. 

However, performing this analysis introduces computational 

complexity. Therefore, an initial analysis amongst the candidate 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interquartile_range
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interquartile_range
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outlier points is performed to eliminate correct match from out-

lier list. If two or more candidate outlier points are located in 

small Euclidian distance (maximum 128 pixels) from each other 

and difference between their disparities is less than IQR, it can be 

assumed that these points are related to the same object. There-

fore they can be removed from candidate outlier list. 

3. The analysis of neighbouring feature point should be performed 

for remaining candidate outlier points. To minimize the analysis 

time, the feature points are initially arranged based on the hori-

zontal coordinate and then the result list would be arranged 

based on the vertical coordinate. This arrangement enables se-

quential vertical and horizontal analysis. Thereafter, for each 

candidate outlier the feature points with horizontal or vertical 

distance of less than 64 pixels would be analyzed. The average 

disparity of feature points inside the neighbouring area would be 

calculated. If this average value has same sign (positive or nega-

tive) as the candidate outlier point and their difference is less than 

IQR, then it can be deduced that the candidate point disparity is 

relevant to its neighbouring feature points. Therefore this point 

should be removed from candidate outlier list.     

The remaining matched pairs in the candidate outlier list are outliers 

and they are removed from the list of feature point disparities. Thereaf-

ter, the depth bracket of a stereoscopic frame is presented as a list of 

corresponding feature points and their respective camera disparity.  

 

 
Figure 4.4: Outliers in matched feature point disparity. 
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4.3 Disparity adjustment 

As mentioned in section 2.3.3, the disparity at the capturing side would 

be translated to the parallax at the rendering side. In this sense, the 

adjustment of the disparity results in modification of the produced 

depth bracket (related to the parallax range). The adjustment of the 

disparity can be performed by either manual or automatic methods.  

4.3.1 Manual disparity adjustment 

As formulated in equation 2.2, the disparity of an object can be modified 

based on sensor shift, baseline distance, focal length and the relative 

distance between object and camera. Since the employed capturing unit 

in this thesis work only provides configuration of sensor shift and focal 

length, the specification of these corrective tool and their effect on scene 

disparity are presented here.           

Sensor shift modification: 

A small shift (- h) of the sensor target in the parallel sensor-shift setup is 

called the sensor shift. It can easily be shown that there is a linear rela-

tion between camera sensor shift and disparity. Increasing the sensor 

shift would shift the formation of camera convergence point closer to the 

camera. Therefore more scene component would be pushed into the 

screen view and the disparity of scene components would be increased. 

Whereas, decreasing the sensor shift would lead to formation of camera 

convergence point further away from camera. Hence, more scene com-

ponents would be pushed to viewer space that would result in reduction 

of scene component disparity.   

Focal length modification: 

Another parameter that can manipulate the disparity of the scene com-

ponents is camera focal length. Increasing the focal length (zoom in) 

would push the formation of the camera convergence point deeper 

inside the scene which results in decreasing the disparity of the scene 

components. In addition, decreasing the focal length (zoom out) would 

result in the formation of the camera convergence point closer to the 

camera which increases the disparity of the scene components.   
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4.3.2 Automatic disparity adjustment 

The implemented method of choosing the central window (see section 

2.5.1) can be modified to adjust the scene components disparity. In a 

captured view, the location of central window can be modified by select-

ing the origin point of this central window. The selection of the origin 

point can provide the horizontal and the vertical shift of the central 

window. As mentioned in section 2.6, the disparity is result of the hori-

zontal difference between corresponding points in the right and left 

views. Therefore, a synchronized horizontal shift of both view’s central 

windows, also known as software shift, could be employed to adjust the 

disparity of the scene components.  

To provide disparity increase, the distance between two corresponding 

points must be augmented. In other words, two views must be more 

separated from each other.  This separation, also called as shifting out, 

can be produced by moving the origin point of the right central window 

toward the left and simultaneously moving the origin point of the left 

central window toward the right. This shifting out is depicted in Figure 

4.6(a). 

The disparity decrease can be achieved by reducing the distance be-

tween the two corresponding points. This can be obtained by pushing 

the two views more inside each other, also known as shifting in. In 

particular, moving the origin point of the right central window toward 

the right and at the same time, shifting the origin point of the left central 

window towards the left would produce the disparity reduction. Figure 

4.6(b) illustrates the shifting in between two views. 
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(a) Shifting out two views from each other  

 

(b) Shifting in two views inside each other  

Figure 4.6: the shifting of central windows in right and left views. 

(a) Shifting out two views, (b) shifting in two views 

4.4 Targeted conflict detection and elimination 

The produced disparity map is analyzed to detect the targeted stereos-

copic conflict. The feature points that create these conflicts are stored in 

the problematic points list. This list is divided into two parts based on 

the maximum and minimum acceptable disparity defined by CVR 

parallaxes. The first part of the list contains the points with disparity 

smaller than minimum disparity and the second part contains the points 

that violate maximum disparity.  

In case of conflicts detection, the majority part of the problematic list is 

targeted and the software shift, camera focal length and camera sensor 

shift are employed to eliminate the conflicts.  
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4.4.1 Detection of Accommodation-convergence rivalry and CVR 

violation  

To find accommodation-convergence rivalry and CVR violation, the 

produced disparity of the feature points is compared to the maximum 

and minimum acceptable disparity. The pair of feature points that 

violate maximum acceptable disparity, created by accommodation-

convergence rivalry at screen space, are stored in second part of the 

problematic points list. Whereas the pair of feature point that violate 

minimum acceptable disparity, created by accommodation-convergence 

rivalry at viewer space, are stored in first part of the problematic point 

list. The violation of 5% of all feature points, estimated from applying 

accommodation-convergence detection method on multiple sequences 

with minimum number of CVR violating objects, from limits of depth 

budget would be considered as accommodation-convergence rivalry 

occurrence.  

4.4.2 Detection of stereo framing violation 

Two methods of stereo framing violation detection are employed in this 

thesis work. The first method detects the stereo framing violation by 

investigation on the feature points that are located inside two rightmost 

and leftmost areas of the both central windows (see section 2.6.2). If a 

feature point is located inside one of these areas but its corresponding 

point is located outside of the other central window, then this point 

would be considered as a problematic point.  

The second method would compare all feature points disparity with the 

minimum disparity limit calculated by equation 2.16. The points that 

exceed this limit would be considered as problematic points. 

To push the objects that caused stereo framing violation inside both 

views, the right and left views should be shifted out of each other. 

Therefore, the detected problematic points of both stereo framing viola-

tion detection methods would be added to the first part of problematic 

points list.  
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4.4.3 Frame analysis 

To ensure that the decision making is not based on only one inconsistent 

frame, the analysis of the produced disparity map for stereoscopic 

conflicts detection is performed over multiple frames of the stereoscopic 

content. The inconsistency may be caused by the temporal capturing 

device malfunction or introduction of a problematic component only in 

few frames. 

4.4.4 Stereoscopic conflicts elimination 

Upon completion of the conflicts detection, the two parts of the pro-

duced problematic points list would be compared to each other. If one 

part takes more than 75% of problematic points list, it is assumed that 

this is the targeted problematic part. Hereafter the desired disparity 

adjustment should be calculated to eliminate the effect of the targeted 

problematic part.  

Since the software shift can provide accurate correction of the depth 

bracket independently of the user interaction, it is chosen as the primary 

tool of the proposed solution. The next two sections describe the design 

considerations taken in order to estimate the correct software shift.      

4.4.4.1 Hazardous points 

Applying the software shift would change the disparity of all scene 

components. To this effect, before estimating the software shift, it should 

be indicated that applying software shift would not introduce new 

problematic points. Otherwise, applying an incorrect software shift 

results in addition of the so-called hazardous objects that once resided 

close to the depth budget limits to the problematic objects. Therefore, 

before applying the estimated software shift, the feature points of these 

hazardous objects would be stored in hazardous points list. The popula-

tion of hazardous point list is dependent on the estimated software shift. 

This dependency is shown in Figure 4.7, where picture (a) shows a 

sample depth bracket and a targeted depth budget. If the software shift 

targets over maximum disparity, then the feature points with disparity 

within the indicated range in Figure 4.7(b) would be hazardous points. 

Likewise, if the software shift targets under minimum disparity then the 

feature points with disparity within the indicated range in Figure 4.7(c) 

would be hazardous points. 
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Furthermore, upon estimation of software shift, two groups of hazard-

ous point are created. The first group are the hazardous points that 

violate maximum acceptable disparity after applying software shift 

targeting minimum disparity violation. The second group are hazardous 

points that violate the minimum acceptable disparity after applying 

software shift that targets maximum disparity violation. Both groups 

would be added to the problematic point list, with respect to the maxi-

mum and minimum acceptable disparity. Hereafter, the software shift 

would be recalculated to ensure that it targets the part that takes more 

than 75% of problematic point list. Implementing this method prevent 

creating a scene with more problematic points compared to the captured 

scene.   

 

Figure 4.7: Hazardous area dependency on software shift: (a) depth racket and depth 

budget (b) Over maximum disparity software shift, (c) under minimum disparity 

software shift 

4.4.4.2 Best effort software shift 

The estimation of software shift based on the targeted problematic part, 

ensure that most of the problematic points would be pushed within the 

depth budget; however, if there is not a part that take more than 75% of 

the problematic list, then the software shift cannot be estimated. To 

prevent this condition, the best effort software shift is designed which 

push as much as possible problematic points within the depth budget. 

To this effect, four alternatives of software shift estimation are defined.  

To determine the estimated software shift, the part of problematic points 

list that takes more than half of it would be considered as the targeted 
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problematic part. Then this targeted part would be divided into four 

quartiles. Thereafter, the software shift of each alternative would be 

estimated as the difference between the extremum point of each quartile 

and the respective depth budget limits. The hazardous point for each 

alternative would also be calculated and only if the estimated software 

shift decreases the total number of the problematic points then it would 

be applied. 

4.4.5 User interaction messaging 

Since software shift cannot change the camera fields of view (FoV), it 

may be required to employ a combination of software shift and other 

corrective tools to achieve the targeted depth bracket. Nevertheless, 

employing other corrective tools requires user interaction, which can be 

presented to the user through a textual or visual message. Displaying 

these corrective messages on the produced content would result in their 

transmission to the other side.  

To avoid this problem, a temporary window that is only shown to the 

sender side is produced. The content of this temporary window should 

also be presented in stereoscopic 3D format to prevent stereo framing 

violation. The common textual communication methods, such as dis-

playing a message window, can introduce depth inconsistency. In par-

ticular, displaying the message window in only one view would cause 

stereo framing violation. It is possible to create two modeless message 

windows, one for each view, and synchronize their placement. How-

ever, displaying these synchronized message windows would cause 

occlusion of the content behind them that could also cause depth discon-

tinuity. Therefore it was decided to use textual message placed on the 

top left corner of the temporary window. To prevent horizontal or 

vertical disparity, the location of textual messages should be the same in 

both views. 

In addition to textual message it may be required to draw attention of 

the user to a specific part of the scene. Therefore the captured frame is 

divided into 8x8 grids and the boundaries of the targeted area will be 

highlighted on the temporary window. Similar to textual messaging, the 

highlighting of targeted area should be performed on the same spatial 

location of both left and right views. 
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4.5 Proposed solution algorithm  

Due to the unpredictable nature of video conferencing, analysis of one 

frame cannot provide the most accurate estimation of perceived depth 

bracket. Therefore, multiple frames of the captured scene are analyzed 

and the appropriate software shift based on the majority of frames is 

estimated.        

4.5.1 Initiation phase algorithm 

The initiation phase aims at modifying the perceived depth bracket of 

the captured scene according to the limits of the targeted depth budget. 

The depth bracket modification should continue to adjust the depth 

bracket until the targeted depth budget is achieved. If the problematic 

points are less than 5% of all detected feature points, then it is assumed 

that the depth bracket is adapted to the depth budget; otherwise the 

corrective action should be applied. However, a threshold should be 

defined to avoid infinite modifications of the scenes that cannot be 

adapted to the targeted depth budget. When this threshold is reached, it 

should be determined whether to continue 3D communication or switch 

to 2D video communication. The sequence of the initiation phase task is 

illustrated in Figure 4.8. 

To minimize user interaction and eliminate the detected conflicts auto-

matically, the software shift is the first employed tool. Applying the 

estimated software shift would modify the produced depth bracket with 

respect to the majority of problematic scene components. However, 

software shift cannot guarantee the correction of targeted conflicts for all 

scene components. Hence, the manual corrective tools might be em-

ployed. 

Before utilizing the manual corrective tools, the problematic area are 

displayed and the user is requested to remove these components from 

the camera field of view. Hereafter, if the conflicts are still present, the 

sensor shift is employed and user is informed to manipulate the camera 

sensor shift with respect to the corrective command. In the meantime, 

the software shift is applied after each user interaction to minimize the 

effect of possible human mistake. Then, the camera focal length would 

be employed to execute corrective commands if conflicts are still de-

tected. Similar to the sensor shift modification, the software shift is 

utilized to achieve most appropriate depth bracket. 
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Since content transmission was disabled during initiation phase, it was 

possible to set the priority of initiation phase processes higher than 

video playback process and decrease process time for this phase.     

4.5.2 Periodical analysis phase algorithm  

The aim of the periodical analysis phase is to maintain the depth bracket 

of the captured scene within the acceptable range which is achieved in 

the initiation phase. In particular, continuous analysis of produced 

content based on the disparity map is performed. However, upon occur-

rence of targeted conflicts, only object removal can be performed since 

applying any other corrective action would have an impact on the 

perceived depth of whole scene and user experience might vary during 

communication. In addition, utilizing corrective tools would alter the 

acceptable depth bracket produced by the initiation phase and due to 

possible incorrect configuration caused by human mistake, it cannot be 

guaranteed that another acceptable depth bracket would be achieved. 

Therefore, a temporary window that highlights the problematic area 

would be displayed and the user is requested to remove indicated 

objects.  

The multithreading is employed for implementation of the periodical 

analysis phase to enable simultaneous conflict detection and transmit-

ting of the produced content. This implementation ensures a consistent 

user experience at the receiving side during the call session. 
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Figure 4.8: the initiation phase algorithm 
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5 Results 
This chapter presents the outcome of applying the corrective tools on 

sample stereoscopic content according to the proposed methodology 

described in chapters 4. 

5.1 Structure of implementation  

The employed structure of implementation was chosen to meet the 

specification of Ericsson 3D video conferencing system, detailed in 

theory section 2.5 and design section 4.1. These specifications can be 

summarized as following: 

 Direct connection between point-to-point call session participants 

without Multimedia Resource Function Processor (MRFP) asso-

ciation 

 No implemented message passing method between call session   

participants once the communication started 

 Stereoscopic 3D content creation in source filter 

 Employing central window concept for side by side stereoscopic 

content creation  

 Employing the capturing unit that only provides configuration of 

sensor shift and focal length  

5.1.1 Automatic detection of the targeted stereoscopic conflict  

The accommodation-convergence rivalry, comfortable viewing rang 

(CVR) violation, and stereo framing violation was automatically 

detected through implementation of the detection method described in 

design section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. However, analyses of system performance 

showed delay of conflict detection caused by disparity map creation 

during initiation phase.  

 

To measure this delay, the CPU-process time for disparity map creation 

was measured for 2000 run with respect to ORB configuration described 
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in design section 4.2.2. The mean value and standard deviation of the 

measured time in milliseconds was as follow: 

Mean value = 224.613 

Stanfard deviation = 0.74045 

As mentioned in design section 4.5.1, the priority of the initiation phase 

process was set higher than video playback process. This design choice 

led to buffering of the captured frames in the capture card during dis-

parity map creation. Moreover, the default implementation of the cap-

ture card functions mandates sequential playback of the captured 

frames. Hence, the playback of the frames buffered during the disparity 

map creation resulted in rendering delay. This delay should be ad-

dressed in future work to achieve real-time conflict detection during 

initiation phase. Nevertheless, the stereoscopic conflict detection was 

performed in real time during the periodical analysis phase due to the 

fact that there are no buffered frames. 

5.1.2 Elimination of the targeted stereoscopic conflict 

The corrective tools/methods, described in design section 4.3, were 

employed to adapt the captured depth bracket to the depth budget and 

eliminate the effect of targeted stereoscopic conflicts.  It must be noticed 

that any of these tools cannot simultaneously solve the violation of both 

limits of the depth budget. However, employing a sequential combina-

tion of these tools leads to the adaptation of produced depth bracket to 

the depth budget. Nevertheless, if applying all corrective tools cannot 

eliminate the targeted stereoscopic conflict then the user would be asked 

to whether continue the call session in presence of conflicts or switch to 

2D video conferencing. 

5.1.2.1 Automatic elimination  

It was demanded to automatically eliminate the effect of targeted stereo-

scopic conflict. In cases that proper software shift can be estimated, the 

targeted conflict are successfully eliminated. Furthermore, if proper 

software shift cannot be estimated then the best effort software shift, 

described in design section 4.4.4.2, is employed to minimize the effect of 

the targeted conflicts.  
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In particular, the software shift can eliminate the accommodation-

convergence rivalry at screen space by shifting in two views and same 

conflict at viewer screen can be eliminated by shifting out two views. In 

addition, the software shift can separate both views from each other to 

minimize the effect of stereo framing violation. 

5.1.2.2 Manual elimination  

It was required that if targeted stereoscopic conflicts cannot be elimi-

nated by automatic methods then the manual tool would be deployed. 

To this effect, the camera sensor shift and camera focal length were 

employed. 

The camera sensor shift can be decreased to correct the accommodation-

convergence rivalry at screen space. Moreover, increasing the camera 

sensor shift pushes scene component inside the screen space which can 

be employed to eliminate accommodation-convergence rivalry at viewer 

space and stereo framing violation. 

The increasing of camera focal length can correct accommodation-

convergence rivalry at screen space, whereas the decreasing of focal 

length can solve this conflict at viewer space. Furthermore, the focal 

length manipulation provides two possible approaches to eliminate 

stereo framing violation. If the camera focal length is increased, the 

problematic object is pushed out of both views; whereas if it is de-

creased, the problematic object is put in both views. 

5.2 Salient point detection for disparity map creation 

The result regarding the employed salient point detection method and 

creation of disparity map are presented here. 

5.2.1 ORB feature detection  

The pair composed of the right and the lefts view illustrated in Figure 

5.1 is a sample produced stereoscopic frame employed to show the 

result of ORB feature detection and matching. The motion scene de-

interlacing method, described in design section 4.2.4, is applied to both 

views of the sample frame and the ORB feature detection method, with 

configuration defined in design section 4.2.2, is performed to find the 

salient points and their respective descriptors. Thereafter, the detected 

feature points are matched with their corresponding points in other 
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view and the filtering method, described in design section 4.2.3, is ap-

plied to select spatially correlated pair of matched feature points. The 

result of this feature detection and matching is illustrated in Figure 5.2.   

  
Left View                                                                                                 Right View 

Figure 5.1: Sample stereoscopic frame composed of right and left views. 

       Left View                                                                                              Right View 

Figure 5.2: Filtered matched feature points produced by ORB brute force matching 

5.2.2 Disparity map creation 

The right view of the sample stereoscopic frame is chosen to show the 

result of disparity map creation. This view and the detected feature 

point are illustrated in Figure 5.3. The produced disparity map for the 

sample stereoscopic frame is shown in Figure 5.4. The feature points that 

are close to zero disparity are considered as zero parallax points and are 

depicted with white dots. Whereas the green dots indicate positive 

parallax points that would appear inside the screen space and the red 

dots are the negative parallax points that would be perceived in the 

viewer space. The graph illustrated in Figure 5.5 provides the disparity 

histogram of the frame that indicates the number of keypoints within 

the same disparity range. 
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Figure 5.3: Detected feature points on the right view 

 

Figure 5.4: Disparity map of the stereoscopic frame. The white dots are zero parallax points, the red dots 

are negative parallax and the green dots are positive parallax. 

 

 Figure 5.5: Disparity histogram of the matched feature points of the stereoscopic frame: maximum 

number of detected feature points is 1000. 
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5.3 Disparity adjustment 

The result of applying the automatic and manual corrective tools is 

presented in the following sections. In particular, to show the effect of 

disparity manipulation in stereo image, a pair of stereo image before 

and after applying disparity adjustment is illustrated. Furthermore, in 

each stereo image pair a sample matched keypoint is chosen and the 

distance (in millimetre) between corresponding point in right and left 

view before and after disparity adjustment is provided. It has to be 

noticed that this distance is not the exact disparity of image point and it 

is only used to demonstrate distance change in 2D presentation of stereo 

image targeted for a 2D display with width of 430 mm (17 inch).       

5.3.1 Manual disparity adjustment 

Modification of the manual corrective tools changes the convergence 

point of the right and left camera lens that results in modification of the 

frame objects disparity. To this effect, the sample stereoscopic frame, 

produced in previous section, is used to demonstrate the effect of man-

ual disparity adjustment.   

Sensor shift modification:  

As formulated in equation 2.3, the sensor shift has a linear relationship 

with the scene disparity. This linear relationship means that sensor shift 

increase results in an increase of disparity. The produced stereo image 

after applying sensor shift increase is illustrated in Figure 5.6. The pro-

duced disparity map shown in and disparity histogram illustrated in 

Figure 5.8 shows the increasing of the disparity as expected. 
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Left View                                                                                                                   Right View 

(a) Before applying sensor shift increase  

Left View                                                                                                                    Right View 

(b) After applying sensor shift increase 

Figure 5.6: Sample stereoscopic frame’s before and after sensor shift increase. The two views are more 

separated from each other. (a) Before sensor shift increase (b) After sensor shift increase 

 

 

Figure 5.7:  Disparity map of the sample frame after sensor shift increase: the green dots show that most 

of the points have now a positive parallax. (i.e. the disparity is increased as compared to the disparity in 

Figure 5.4). 
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Figure 5.8: Disparity histogram of the stereoscopic frame with increased sensor shift: disparity of 

keypoints has increased compared to the disparity in Figure 5.5 

On the other hand, the sensor shift decrease would reduce the distance 

between the corresponding points in the two views and as a result the 

disparity of image points would be decreased. The produced stereo 

image after applying the sensor shift decrease is shown in Figure 5.9. 

The disparity map with decreased sensor shift shown in Figure 5.10 and 

the disparity histogram of matched feature points shown in Figure 5.11 

show the expected disparity decrease. 

Left View                                                                                                            Right View 

(a) Before applying sensor shift decrease  

Left View                                                                                                                    Right View 

(b) After applying sensor shift decrease 

Figure 5.9: Sample stereoscopic frame’s before and after sensor shift decrease. The two views are shifted 

more inside each other. (a) Before sensor shift decrease (b) After sensor shift decrease 
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Figure 5.10: Disparity map of the sample frame after sensor shift decrease: the red dots show that most of 

the points have now a negative parallax. (i.e. the disparity is reduced as compared to Figure 5.4)  

 

Figure 5.11: Disparity histogram of the stereoscopic frame with decreased sensor shift: disparity of 

keypoints has decreased compared to Figure 5.5. 

Focal length modification:  

As described in design section 4.3.1, the focal length manipulation 

would shift the convergence point location within the scene. In this 

sense, the focal length increase (i.e. zoom in) produces new right and left 

views, as shown in Figure 5.12. The produced disparity map shown in 

Figure 5.13 and the disparity plot shown in Figure 5.14 show that in-

creasing focal length results in elimination of components located at the 

scene boundaries and the reduction of the disparity. 
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Left View                                                                                                                    Right View 

                               (b) Before focal length increase 

Left View                                                                                               Right View 
(b) After focal length increase 

Figure 5.12: Sample stereoscopic frame before and after focal length increase. (a) Before focal length 

increase (b) After focal length increase 

 

 

Figure 5.13: Disparity map of the sample frame after focal length increase: the green dots correspond to 

the positive parallax points, the red dots to negative parallax points and white dots to zero parallax. 
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Figure 5.14: Disparity histogram of stereoscopic frame with increased focal length. Disparity of key-

points has decreased compared to the disparity in Figure 5.5. 

On the other hand, the focal length decrease (i.e. zooming out) creates a 

new right and left views as shown in Figure 5.15. The created disparity 

map shown in Figure 5.16 and the disparity plot shown in Figure 5.17 

illustrate that zooming out would shift the formation of convergence 

point closer to the camera, which results in disparity increase. 

 
(a) Before applying focal length decrease 

 
(a) Before applying focal length decrease 

Figure 5.15: Sample stereoscopic frame before and after focal length decrease. (a) Before focal length 

decrease (b) After focal length decrease 
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Figure 5.16: The disparity map of the sample frame after focal length decrease: the green dots correspond 

to positive parallax points, the red dots to negative parallax points and white dots to zero parallax points. 

 

 

Figure 5.17: Disparity plot of the stereoscopic frame with decreased focal length. Disparity of keypoints 

has increased compared to the disparity in Figure 5.5 
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5.3.2 Automatic disparity adjustment 

The software shift is applied on the central window of the both left and 

right views. A new sample of stereoscopic content is produced as shown 

in Figure 5.18. These central windows can be shifted in or out of each 

other to provide the desired disparity bracket as was explained in sec-

tion 4.3.2. Similar to the previous sample, right frame is chosen to illus-

trate the effect of the software shift on the disparity map. The detected 

feature points on the right frame are shown in Figure 5.19(a) and the 

disparity map of this frame is illustrated in Figure 5.19(b). The disparity 

histogram that provides different presentation of disparity range is 

shown in Figure 5.20. 

 

Left Central Window                                                                              Right Central Window  

Figure 5.18: The produced side by side frame with the central left and right windows and a final 

resolution of 1280*720. 

 

(a) The right view feature points                                                              (b) The produced disparity map 

Figure 5.19: (a) Feature points in the right central window and (b) Produced disparity map  (where green 

dots correspond to positive parallax, red to negative parallax points and white to zero parallax). 
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Figure 5.20: Disparity histogram of the stereoscopic frame: maximum number of detected feature points 

is 1000 for the whole frame (i.e. the central view and the none-displayed parts). 

The shifting out of two central windows, described in section 4.3.2, 

separates the two views from each other as shown in Figure 5.21. This 

separation increases the distance between corresponding points in two 

views. The matched feature points that would be within both central 

windows after applying shifting out are illustrated in the Figure 5.22(a). 

The produced disparity map shown in Figure 5.22(b) and the disparity 

histogram presented in Figure 5.23 illustrate the effect of shifting out on 

the disparity increase. 

 
Left Central Window                                                                              Right Central Window 

(a) Before software shift out  

Left Central Window                                                                              Right Central Window 

(b) After software shift out 

Figure 5.21: Sample stereoscopic frame before and after shifting out two central windows. The right view 

is shifted to the left and the left view is shifted to the right. (a) Before shift out (b) After shift out.  
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  (a) The matched feature points after shifting out                     (b) The disparity map of frame after shifting out 

Figure 5.22: (a) Matched feature points after shifting out (b) The disparity map after shifting out (where 

green dots correspond to positive parallax, red to negative parallax points and white to zero parallax) 

 

Figure 5.23: Disparity histogram of the stereoscopic frame after shifting out: Disparity of keypoint has 

increased compared to Figure 5.20 

Conversely, the shifting in of two central windows would bring two 

views closer to each other as depicted in Figure 5.24. The shift in would 

decrease the distance between corresponding points of the two views. 

Similar to shifting out, the matched feature points that would be within 

both central windows are shown in the Figure 5.25(a). The produced 

disparity map shown in Figure 5.25(b) and the disparity plot presented 

in Figure 5.26 illustrate the effect of shifting in two views on scene 

disparity decrease. 
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Left Central Window                                                                              Right Central Window 

(a) Before software shift in 

 
Left Central Window                                                                             Right Central Window    

(a) After software shift in       

Figure 5.24: Sample stereoscopic frame before and after shifting in two central windows. The right view 

is shifted to the right and the left view is shifted to the left. (a) Before shift in (b) After shift in. 

 
(a) The matched feature points after shifting in                                               (b) The disparity map of frame after shifting in 

Figure 5.25: (a) Matched feature points after shifting out (b) The disparity map after shifting in (where 

green dots correspond to positive parallax, red to negative parallax points and white to zero parallax) 
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Figure 5.26: Disparity histogram of the stereoscopic frame after shifting in: Disparity of keypoint has 

decreased compared to Figure 5.20.  

5.4 Evaluation of system performance 

The result from conducted performance test on feature detection and 

enhanced user experience evaluation are presented in the following 

sections.  

5.4.1 Feature detection evaluation  

The time for each part of feature detection process, with respect to 

feature detection evaluation condition mentioned in methodology 

section 3.6.1.1, was measured for different number of matched key-

points. The result of this time measurement is depicted in Figure 5.27. 

Since the results of three test cases defined in methodology section 

3.6.1.1 were similar, the result of test case A2 (The objects are located on 

the convergence point) is chosen to demonstrate the outcome of feature 

detection evaluation. The results of test cases A1 and A3 are provided in 

Appendix C: Complementary results of feature detection evaluation. It 

has to be noted that the measured time for keypoint detection and 

descriptor calculation are the aggregate time of the left and right views. 
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As mentioned in design section 4.2.2, 1000 keypoints is chosen as the 

desired number of detected feature points. Therefore the process time 

for 1000 keypoint can provide detailed information about produced 

playback delay (See result section 5.1.1) at each part of feature detection 

process. The mean value and standard deviation of feature detection 

process time in milliseconds, considering all test cases, for 1000 key 

points are as follows: 

Feature detection:  Mean Value = 75.3242   Deviation = 0.8044 

Descriptor calculation:  Mean Value = 92.3351   Deviation = 0.5165               

Keypoint matching:  Mean Value = 56.6627   Deviation = 0.7018 

Filtering pairs: Mean Value = 0.0251     Deviation = 0.0016 

 

 

Figure 5.27: Resulting plot from Test 2- The objects are located on convergence point 
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5.4.2 Enhanced user experience evaluation  

As mentioned in methodology section 3.6.2, the enhanced user experi-

ence evaluation was performed to shows the correspondence rate be-

tween successful user experience enhancement and real life human 

visual experience. The conditions of evaluation are provided in method-

ology section 3.6.2.1 and the test cases are defined in methodology 

section 3.6.2.2. It has to be noted that in all 3D stereoscopic sequence 

pair, the corrected sequence successfully had eliminated stereoscopic 

conflicts with respect to statistical analysis and the correspondence rate 

only shows correspondence of employed corrective tool result to human 

visual experience. The result of this evaluation is as follows:             

Test B1: CVR maximum parallax violation and accommodation-convergence 

rivalry: 

To eliminate accommodation-convergence rivalry in screen space, the 

formation of the convergence point should be moved farther away from 

camera.  The resulting plot of the correspondence rate of applying 

corrective tools is presented in Figure 5.28. 

 

Figure 5.28: resulting plot from Test 1- accommodation-convergence rivalry and violation of CVR 

maximum parallax 
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Test B2: CVR minimum parallax violation and accommodation-convergence 

rivalry: 

The difference form test case B1 is occurrence of CVR minimum parallax 

violation. Since accommodation-convergence rivalry occurs in viewer 

space, the formation of the convergence point should be moved closer to 

camera. The resulting plot of the correspondence rate of applying cor-

rective tools is presented in Figure 5.29. 

 

Figure 5.29: resulting plot from Test 2- accommodation-convergence rivalry and violation of CVR 

minimum parallax 

Test B3: CVR maximum parallax violation and accommodation-convergence 

rivalry and stereo framing violation: 

Since accommodation-convergence rivalry occurs in screen space, the 

formation of convergence point should be moved farther from the 

camera. In addition, to eliminate stereo framing violation the object in 

boundaries of both views should be cut off.  The resulting plot of the 

correspondence rate of applying corrective tools is presented in Figure 

5.30. 
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Figure 5.30: resulting plot from Test 3- accommodation-convergence rivalry and violation of CVR 

minimum parallax and stereo framing violation 

Test B4: CVR minimum parallax and accommodation-convergence rivalry 

and stereo framing violation: 

The difference from test B3 is occurrence of CVR minimum parallax 

violation. Since accommodation-convergence rivalry occurs in viewer 

space, the formation of convergence point should be moved closer to the 

camera. In addition, to eliminate stereo framing violation the object in 

boundaries of both views should be cut off.  The resulting plot of the 

correspondence rate of applying corrective tools is presented in Figure 

5.31. 

 

Figure 5.31: resulting plot from Test 4- accommodation-convergence rivalry and violation of CVR 

minimum parallax and stereo framing violation 
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6 Conclusions  
The conclusion regarding thesis goals and implementation as well as the 

discussion concerning the evaluation results and recommendation for 

future work are presented in this chapter.  

6.1 Thesis goals and implementation 

The overall aim of this thesis was to analyze the 3D video conferencing 

system to find sources of uncomfortable user experience, to design the 

implementation architecture, to propose a solution to detect these arte-

facts in stereoscopic video sequences, and to eliminate them by means of 

applying automatic/manual corrective tools. 

6.1.1 Analysis of Ericsson 3D video conferencing     

The analysis of the capturing/rendering device specifications and im-

plemented stereoscopic creation method indicated that the accommoda-

tion-convergence rivalry, comfortable viewing range violation and the 

stereo framing violation were present for this system. 

6.1.2 Architecture of the implementation 

The sender side approach ensured the detection and the correction of 

the targeted conflicts before the content transmission. In particular, 

adapting the depth bracket of the sender side content to the targeted 

depth budget at the receiver side during the initiation phase and main-

taining this depth bracket during periodical analysis phase ensured a 

comfortable user experience that will not be altered during the video 

communication. 

6.1.3 Detection of the targeted conflicts 

The accommodation-convergence rivalry and stereo framing violation 

were successfully detected in the captured stereoscopic sequences by 

means of disparity map analysis. However the detection delay at initia-

tion phase (see result section 5.1.1) should be addressed to provide the 

real-time detection. The author’s recommended approach to eliminate 

this delay is presented in future work section.  
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6.1.4 Elimination of targeted conflicts by means of corrective tools  

At the beginning of the conference call, the stereoscopic conflicts are 

corrected either automatically or through the manipulation of the cap-

turing device configuration. In this sense, it had been shown that the 

proposed software shift method will compensate the conflicts caused by 

the incorrect configuration of the capturing device parameters. Whereas 

during call session the stereoscopic conflict elimination is performed by 

removing problematic objects from the scene. 

Automatic corrective tool: 

The software shift method, as the primary corrective tool of the pro-

posed solution, provides automatic and accurate modification of the 

produced depth bracket in real time. The analysis of hazardous points 

before applying the estimated software shift ensures that the software 

shift decreases the effect of the problematic component while not intro-

ducing new problematic points. In addition, utilizing the best effort 

software shift method (see design section 4.4.4.2) enables adaptation of 

depth bracket as much as possible to the targeted depth budget. 

Manual corrective tools: 

The camera sensor shift has a linear relationship with the scene dispar-

ity. Its increase separates the two views and its decrease pushes the two 

views more within each other. The sensor shift and the software shift 

have similar effect on the depth bracket of the scene. However, the 

software shift cannot change the camera field of view since it can only 

shift the central window within the current view; whereas the modifica-

tion of the sensor shift relocate the camera field of view which can be 

used to change the location of the scene component in both views. The 

main disadvantage of the sensor shift method was its dependency to the 

user, resulting in an undesired effect caused by human mistake. Never-

theless, employing a combination of the sensor shift and software shift 

provided the expected results. 

The camera focal length has linear relationship with the component 

disparity that would not be cut off from the frame after applying focal 

length manipulation. Since camera focal length is dependent on the user 

and some objects might be removed from the field of view after apply-

ing the manipulation, it is not possible to accurately predict the pro-
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duced depth bracket. However, as a general rule, applying zoom out 

(i.e. decreasing the focal length) results in disparity increase, whereas 

applying zoom in (i.e. increasing the focal length) decreases the dispar-

ity of the component that are not cut off from the produced frame. 

6.2 Feature detection evaluation summary 

The feature detection evaluation focused on measuring the time of each 

part of feature detection process. As can be seen in plots under result 

section 5.4.1, the placement of scene objects does not play a significant 

role in the feature detection process time and considering the number of 

keypoints, all three test cases require similar process time. Therefore it 

can be concluded that feature detection process time is not dependant 

on the object placement.  

Using the evaluation result it is indicated that the descriptor calculation 

requires more time compared to other part of feature detection process. 

However, considering the growth rate of keypoint matching time and 

the fact that the difference between descriptor calculation and other 

parts is not significant, it can be concluded that the whole process of 

feature detection, descriptor calculation, and keypoint matching can be 

considered as the parts that cause playback delay during initiation 

phase. 

6.3 Enhanced user experience evaluation 

The motivation behind the enhanced user experience evaluation was to 

indicate whether or not applying the corrective action, with respect to 

disparity map analysis, improves the human visual experience. Fur-

thermore, it has to be noted that manual corrective tools could not be 

modified with same accuracy as automatic corrective tool. 

6.3.1 Test B1: CVR maximum parallax violation and 

accommodation-convergence rivalry 

The result plot (Figure 5.28) indicates that the software shift and sensor 

shift have over 80% correspondence rate and they can successfully 

eliminate the accommodation-convergence rivalry at screen space. In 

particular, software shift-in and decrease of sensor shift pushed conver-

gence point farther away from the camera and decreased the objects 

disparity. However, form the result it was concluded that increasing the 
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focal length had introduced stereo framing violation at boundaries of 

frame. Nevertheless combination of focal length and software shift 

provided more acceptable result than applying the focal length indi-

vidually.  

6.3.2 Test B2: CVR minimum parallax violation and 

accommodation-convergence rivalry 

From the result plot (Figure 5.29) it is clear that all employed corrective 

method have over 84%  correspondence rate and the accommodation-

convergence rivalry at viewer space was successfully eliminated. In 

particular, software shift-out, sensor shift increase, and focal length 

decrease pushed convergence point closer to camera and increased the 

object disparity. It is also shown that association of all corrective tools 

provide over 94% correspondence rate and it can be concluded that 

proposed algorithm performs better in comparison to accommodation-

convergence rivalry elimination at viewer space. 

6.3.3 Test B3: CVR maximum parallax violation, accommodation-

convergence rivalry and stereo framing violation 

The accommodation-convergence rivalry elimination at screen space 

requires disparity decrease whereas stereo framing violation can be 

eliminated by disparity increase. The effect of this contradiction can be 

seen on correspondence rate of software shift and sensor shift as shown 

in Figure 5.30. As a result software shift and sensor shift are unable to 

improve the visual experience for more than 20% of stereoscopic se-

quence pairs of test case B3. However, focal length increase, applied for 

elimination of accommodation-convergence rivalry at screen space, had 

cut off the object causing stereo framing violation and resulted in im-

provement of visual experience. In addition, association of software shift 

and focal length had produced similar result as applying software shift 

in test B1. This also indicates that association of employed corrective 

tools can successfully eliminate the targeted conflicts despite the fact 

that they might not have acceptable correspondence rate individually. 
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6.3.4 Test B4: CVR minimum parallax violation, accommodation-

convergence rivalry and stereo framing violation 

The elimination of accommodation-convergence rivalry at viewer space 

and stereo framing violation require disparity increase. From Figure 5.31 

it is shown that all employed corrective tools have over 85% correspon-

dence rate. In particular, the software shift-out, sensor shift increase, and 

focal length decrease pushed convergence point closer to the camera 

and increased the object disparity. It can also be concluded that associa-

tion of all corrective tools in this test case provides similar performance 

as accurate automatic software shift.  

6.4 3D video conferencing consideration 

Applying the implemented solution, considering all mentioned scenar-

ios, results in over 80% improvement of the visual experience. Using the 

result of the performed evaluations, it is concluded that the best per-

formance of implemented solution can be achieved when most of prob-

lematic objects are located in viewer space. On the other hand, the 

lowest correspondence rate of applying implemented solution occurs 

when there is violation in both screen space and viewer space. However, 

it is important to bear in mind that the current implementation of 3D 

video conferencing system is targeted for indoor environment. In this 

regard, the possibility of encountering stereoscopic conflicts in screen 

space is minimized. Hence, it is possible to conclude that applying the 

implemented solution results in an enhanced visual user experience in 

3D video conferencing. 
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6.5 Recommendations for future work 

One aspect that can be of interest in the future is to investigate the 

introduced delay of buffered frame playback. This investigation can 

indicate whether or not it is possible to decrease this delay by means of 

restarting capturing stream upon completion of initiation phase. 

The keypoint detection in the current implementation is performed over 

the whole stereoscopic frame, not within the boundaries of the central 

windows. The experimental results have shown that most of the feature 

points would be detected on a reduced number of scene components. To 

provide a more accurate distribution of feature points, it is recom-

mended to divide the frame into sub areas and perform feature detec-

tion within each sub area. Note that the feature matching should be 

performed in whole frame.  

It is also recommended to perform the correction of the problematic 

component based on the sub areas of the frame. Depending on the 

condition of the area, the appropriate software shift would be applied 

and the problematic points would be pushed within the depth budget. 

In particular, the neighbouring areas that have similar violation of the 

depth budget would be grouped together and a common software shift 

can be applied to all of them. This approach would eliminate the prob-

lems of the violation of both limits of CVR. However, it must be noted 

that a post processing should be applied on the boundaries of the areas 

that had different software shift in order to eliminate the possible con-

flicts of mismatching inside the frame. The information for the pixels 

residing on these boundaries can be obtained from the corresponding 

pixels in both views of the whole frame before applying the software 

shift. 

One other aspect that can also be investigated is the possibility of de-

ploying software zoom, independent of manual camera zoom, in order 

to eliminate the conflicts created by objects in boundaries of right and 

left view. This software zoom could further be employed for enhancing 

user experience when violation of both CVR limits is encountered. 
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Appendix A: System Specification 
System specification used in this thesis for the capturing, generating and 

rendering the stereoscopic 3D. 

 

Capturing 

Unit 

Model Recording 

Format 

Image Device Lens: G lens 

SONY 3D 

Digital HD 

Video Camera 

Recorder 

3D: MPEG-4 

MVC/H.264 

AVCHD format 

ver.2.0 

compatible 

4.6 mm (1/3.91 

type) CMOS 

sensor 

Max.20 400 000 

pixels (16:9) 

3D: 10*(optical), 

12*(Extended 

zoom) F 1.8- F 

3.4 

F = 3.2mm – 

32mm 

 

Capture 

Card 

Model Frame structure 

DeckLink HD 

Extreme 3D 

frames per second 23.98, 24 or 25 
Active video 2048 pixels wide , 1556 lines 

deep 
Total lines per frame 1650 

Total active lines 1556 
Fields per frame 2, 825 lines each 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rendering 

Unit 

Circular Polarized display Autostereoscopic Display 

Model HYUNDAI 

2D73D Wide 

Monitor 

Model Toshiba 

Qosmio f750-

125 
LCD 46” viewable 

Diagonal,  

Pixel pitch: 
 0.53025(H) * 

0.53025(W), 
A-si TFT 

Display 39.6cm (15.6”) 

viewable Diagonal 

Toshiba TruBrite® 

FHD glasses-free 

3D TFT High 

Brightness display 

Dimensions 

(W * H *D mm) 

1143 * 845 * 350 

mm 
Dimensions 

(W * L * H) 

384 * 263 * 30.6 

mm 

Display area 1018.4(H) * 

572.5(V),  
46” Diagonal 

Processor Intel® Core™ i7-

2670QM Processor 

Input signals R.G.B Analog 15pin 

D-sub/HDMI/AV/S-

Video/Component 

Graphics 

adapter 

NVIDIA® 

GeForce® GT 540M 

with CUDA™ 

Technology 
Maximum 

resolution 

 

1920 * 1080 @ 60Hz 
Internal 

resolution 

 

1920 * 1080 

 

 

 

http://syndication.intel.com/DistributeModule.aspx?id=15855
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Appendix B: The worst case 

scenario 
The stereoscopic content of this scenario is targeted for a display with 

maximum acceptable disparity of 30 pixels and the minimum acceptable 

disparity of -10 pixels. The right and left view of the first captured frame 

of this sequence are presented in Figure B.1 (a). The central window in 

each view is indicated by the blue window inside each view and the 

produced final frame is shown in Figure B.1 (b). The stereo framing 

violation occurs in both side of this frame and the accommodation-

convergence rivalry can be observed in the viewer space. The current 

depth bracket does not exceed the maximum limit of the depth budget; 

however, a lot of points would reside on the boundaries of these limits 

that would limit the possible shift out of two views. The disparity histo-

gram of all the matched points is shown in Figure B.2 and the disparity 

histogram of the matched points inside the central windows that violate 

the limits of targeted depth budget is depicted in Figure B.3. 

Left View                                                 Right View 

(a) Captured right and left view 

Left Central Window                                                                Right Central Window 

(b) Produced side by side frame from central windows  

Figure B.1: Worst case scenario first frame. (a)Captured right and left view (b) Produced side-by-side 

frame from central windows. 
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Figure B.2: Disparity histogram of matched points in whole frame (i.e. central window and none-

displayed area). The red lines indicate boundaries of depth budget. 

 

 

Figure B.3: Disparity histogram of matched points within central window which violate the depth 

budget. The red line indicates the lower boundary of the depth budget. 

6.5.1 Initiation phase algorithm 

Software shift phase:  

The five frame of stereoscopic content are analyzed and the accommo-

dation-convergence rivalry in the viewer space and the stereo framing 

violation in both frame side are detected. The average estimated soft-

ware shifts that can push all problematic point into the boundaries of 
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depth budget correspond to a shift out with size of 26 pixels. However, 

applying this software shift would introduce an average of 202 hazard-

ous points. Therefore, the best effort software shift is employed and the 

estimated shift out for the lower quartile of problematic points with size 

of 9 pixels is applied. Applying this shift out solves the problem for ¼ of 

the problematic points. The rest of the problematic points are shown to 

user in the form of problematic area so that the user may remove them. 

The produced stereoscopic frame is a duplication of right frame with the 

indicated problematic areas as shown in Figure B.4. 

The user is able to remove one of the problematic components. So the 

automatic software shift is deployed again and a new best effort shift 

out with size of 4 pixels is applied. However, there are still problematic 

points inside the frames. Hence, sensor shift phase should be initiated. 

 

Left Central Window                                               Right Central Window 

Figure B.4: displaying the problematic areas after applying the software shift so that the user may 

remove the objects causing the conflicts. 
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Sensor shift phase:   

The manual sensor shift is employed and the user is informed to in-

crease the sensor shift as depicted in Figure B.5. 

Left Central Window                                               Right Central Window 

Figure B.5: The first round of manual sensor shift: the user is requested to increase the sensor shift to 

increase the disparity of the scene. 

To produce the worst case scenario condition, the user applies the oppo-

site of corrective sensor shift action and therefore extremely decreases 

the sensor shift. The resulting frame of this user mistake is depicted in 

Figure B.6 (a). The produced frame extremely violates the minimum 

boundaries of the depth budget; therefore the software shift is employed 

and the shift out with size of 34 pixels is applied to compensate the 

improper user manipulation. However, it is still required to increase the 

scene disparities. Hence, a second round of manual sensor shift manipu-

lation starts and as depicted in Figure B.6 (b) the user is informed again 

to increase the sensor shift. 
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Left Central Window                                               Right Central Window 

(a) Produced frame after incorrectly applying sensor shift decrease 

 

 
Left Central Window                                               Right Central Window 

(b) Second round of manual sensor shift 

Figure B.6: The software shift has compensated the user mistake and informs the user to increase the 

sensor shift. (a)Produced frame after incorrectly applying sensor shift (b) Second round of manual 

sensor shift 

To continue with the worst case scenario, the user applies an extreme 

increase of sensor shift. The result of this extreme increase is shown in 

Figure B.7 (a). The produced frame violates the maximum boundaries of 

depth budget; therefore the software shift is employed and the shift in 

with size of 39 pixels is applied to put as many as possible problematic 

points within depth budget. However, the software shift cannot com-

pletely compensate the extreme increase of the sensor shift. Hence, a 

third round of the manual sensor shift would be initiated and the user 

would be asked to decrease the sensor shift as shown in Figure B.7 (b).   
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Left Central Window                                               Right Central Window 

(a) Produced frame after applying extreme sensor shift increase 

Left Central Window                                                                                                    Right Central Window 
(b) Third round of manual sensor shift 

Figure B.7: The software shift compensated user mistake and informs the user to decrease the sensor 

shift. (a)Produced frame after applying extreme sensor shift (b) Third round of manual sensor shift 

To simulate the worst case scenario, the user does not apply any 

changes for the third round of manual shift. The disparity plot of prob-

lematic points is shown in Figure B.8. As observed, the majority of 

problematic points are over the maximum limit of the depth budget that 

is 30 pixels. Therefore, the manual focal length manipulation is em-

ployed. 

 

Figure B.8: Disparity histogram of the depth budget violating matched points inside the central window 

after 3 round of manual sensor shift manipulation 
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Focal length phase: 

To decrease the scene disparity, the user is informed to zoom in as 

shown in Figure B.9 (a). The user zooms in the camera and the stereo-

scopic frame shown in Figure B.9 (b) is created. In this case the majority 

of feature points of this frame violate the minimum limit of the depth 

budget. Therefore, the best effort shift out with size of 12 pixels is ap-

plied. However, as shown in Figure B.10, the majority of problematic 

points are still violating the minimum limit of the depth budget. 

 

 Left Central Window                                                                                                    Right Central Window 
(b) First round of manual focal length  

 

 Left Central Window                                                                                                    Right Central Window 
(b) Produced frame after applying the zoom in 

Figure B.9: The first round of manual focal length. The user is informed to increase the focal length (i.e. 

zoom in) to decrease the scene disparity. (a) First round of manual focal length (b) Produced frame after 

applying zoom in 
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Figure B.10: Disparity histogram of the depth budget violating keypoints inside central window after 

first round of manual focal length. 

The second round of manual zoom is carried out and the user is in-

formed to decrease the camera focal length (i.e. zoom out) as shown in 

Figure B.11 (a). The user decreases the focal length and then a shift out 

with size of 16 pixels is applied to push the feature points inside the 

depth budget. 

The depth bracket of the produced frame, shown in Figure B.11 (b), 

satisfies the acceptable threshold of depth budget. The produced depth 

bracket, presented in form of disparity histogram, is also presented in 

Figure B.12.  

The ratio of problematic points to all the detected feature points inside 

the main frame is less than 5%. In addition, these points are not all 

gathered in same area. On the other hand, there is not a specific scene 

component that resides only in one view and has extreme negative 

disparity; therefore the stereo framing violation has also been elimi-

nated. Hence, the depth bracket of produced scene is adapted to the 

targeted depth budget. 
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Left Central Window                                                                                                    Right Central Window 

(b) Second round of manual focal length manipulation 

 
Left Central Window                                                                                                    Right Central Window 

(b) The final produced frame after the initiation phase  

Figure B.11: The final produced frame after the initiation phase: the produced depth bracket is adapted 

to the targeted depth budget. (a) Second round of manual focal length manipulation (b) The final 

produced frame after the initiation phase 

 

Figure B.12: The depth bracket (presented in form of disparity histogram) of the final produced frame 

from central windows of right and left views. 
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6.5.2 Periodical analysis phase algorithm 

The produced depth bracket is adapted to the depth budget and the 

communication is initiated. Therefore current placement of scene objects 

does not produce stereoscopic conflict. In case of targeted conflict occur-

rence, a temporary frame by means of right frame duplication is created. 

The problematic areas are highlighted and the user is requested to 

remove the problematic objects as shown in Figure B.13.  

Left Central Window                                                                                                    Right Central Window 

Figure B.13: detected problematic scene component, indicated by highlighted area, during the periodical 

analysis phase. 

In this scenario, the user had applied opposite of corrective commands 

for sensor shift manipulation and the software shift has compensated 

these mistakes. Therefore, it can be assumed that the proposed algo-

rithm can solve the targeted stereoscopic conflict in simpler scenarios. 

(i.e. user applies corrective commands correctly) 
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Appendix C: Complimentary results 

of feature detection evaluation  

 
Test A1: The objects are located behind the convergence point and 

inside screen space 
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Test A3: The objects are located in front of the convergence point and 

inside viewer space 

 

 

 


